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Abstract
Dolphin is a system which manages distributed computers and applications. It applies
general management algorithms to declarative descriptions, called models, of the types of
entities it manages. Because Dolphin needs a model for everything that it manages, many
models need to be created and debugged. Models are difficult to develop, so an interactive
debugging framework was created. Tools in this framework make the state of the
computation explicit to the modeller, present information in the modeller's terms, and
provide specialized controls for the tasks. This thesis describes the design and
implementation process of that system.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Dolphin is a tool designed to simplify a system administrator's job by
providing him with a coherent interface for browsing and changing the
state of the devices, applications, and services under his control. Dolphin
uses descriptions called models to accomplish its job. This thesis outlines
the requirements for an interactive environment suited to creating these
models and describes the design and implementation of the debugging
tools for that environment.
The Dolphin prototype is written in Smalltalk and has been developed
over the past four years. The work described in this thesis was done over
the course of eight months.
1.1 Dolphin background
Today's open, distributed systems are composed of devices, applications,
and services with widely varying system management needs. As
businesses begin to use such systems, they find that the management costs
are far worse than for old-fashioned, closed, proprietary solutions.
Dolphin is a system being developed to overcome these costs by
simplifying the management task, allowing system administrators to more
effectively manage devices and applications. The Dolphin system is the
prototype for HP's OpenView AdminCenter product which should be
mass-released during the first half of 1995.
Dolphin simplifies the system administration task by presenting a single
user interface to the system administrator through which he can
accomplish the common management tasks-installation, configuration,
fault diagnosis, upgrading and deinstallation. Dolphin accomplishes this
by having general algorithms for each management task which it applies
to specific descriptions of types of objects in the world. Its algorithms find
the differences between the real world and the desired world and act to
bring about the desired state. For example, knowing that a UNIXI user
must be listed in a machine's password file with a user id, a legal
password, a home directory, and a shell to be able to log in to that
machine, Dolphin can arrange log in access for a user by providing him
with those things, determine why a user can not login by finding which
criteria are not met, or prohibit login by ensuring the user does not meet
the requirements.
To apply its general algorithms to specific types of real world objects,
Dolphin must be given descriptions of the real world. These descriptions
are called models. Models contain declarative descriptions of the
characteristics of objects and of the relationships between objects.
1. UNIX is a registered trademark in the United States and other countries, li-
censed exclusively through the X/Open Company Limited.
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Dolphin provides mechanisms for retrieving information about and
changing the real world. Models need only describe how to relate the
information to its internal model of the world and what actions to take to
achieve desired results. Dolphin's managing algorithms also provide the
thread of control which uses the descriptions. A model needs only to
describe the object or system to be managed, not how to manage it.
To be a practical management solution, Dolphin requires models of
everything that needs to be managed. Practically, Dolphin can only
provide a framework into which new models should fit. It can not provide
all necessary models. Ideally, the creators of new products will produce
Dolphin models for them as they produce the products. One could even
imagine that the products would be more manageable if the models were
to be developed in conjunction with the products themselves. To create
and debug all needed models, there will be many people writing models,
and these modellers will need a helpful environment to accomplish their
task. This thesis describes the requirements of such an environment, and
designs and implements a subset of that environment. This work will feed
into the next major release of AdminCenter.
This chapter provides an overview of modelling, presents the
requirements for a model development environment, the focus of the
work done on the environment, and the organization of this thesis.
1.2 Modelling
Dolphin's models 2 are written in the Dolphin language (see [8]). They
consist of two main types of description. The first type describes the
objects to be managed-their attributes and how they interrelate; Dolphin
uses these descriptions to build an internal model of the real world. The
second type of description describes how to translate between Dolphin's
internal model and the real world itself.
1.2.1 Object definitions
Object instances, which represent real-world objects, are described by
their attributes, which are expressed as logical relations between one or
more object instances. Relations are described in object definitions 3 . For
instance, the Printer definition may be used by the instance representing
our printer named 'elm'.
2. The word model is overloaded in Dolphin. In one usage, it means Dol-
phin's internal construction which represents its knowledge of the real world.
Its other usage is Dolphin jargon meaning a specific grouping of object, ac-
tion, query, and event descriptions. Context will usually be enough to distin-
guish these uses.
3. Object definitions correspond to classes in other object-oriented systems.
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Two types of relations can be defined-base and derived. Base relations
represent facts from the real world. For instance, base relations for a
printer might describe whether or not a printer is on-line and whether or
not its door is open. Base relations describing a printing service might
state that a computer is a print server for a printer.
The values for derived relationships are logically computed from the
values of other relationships. For instance, one derived relation might state
that a printer isOk if it is on-line and its door is not open. Another relation
might state that a computer canPrintTo a printer if the computer is the print
server for that printer and the printer isOk.
Notice that derived relationships allow us to abstract the low level details
from our high level descriptions. For instance, we can use the isOk
relationship to describe the canPrintTo relationship. In Dolphin, different
printers can define isOk differently, but the high-level relation is indifferent
to those details.
Describing objects in Dolphin is simplified because one type of object is
allowed to inherit from another type. For instance, the HPLaserPrinter
description might inherit from the LaserPrinter description. As a result, an
HPLaserPrinter can be used wherever a LaserPrinter can be used and the
HPLaserPrinter definition only needs to describe how it differs from the
LaserPrinter definition.
1.2.2 Translation definitions
Dolphin contains a model of the state of the world in terms of logical
object relations and it reasons about the world based on this model.
Queries, events, and actions are used to ground the model in the real
world, translating real world status information into changes in the
model's state and transforming Dolphin's desired changes into commands
to affect the world. Standards such as the Simple Network Management
Protocol (SNMP) have evolved to provide access to information and to
allow configuration of real world devices. Dolphin takes advantage of
such protocols when gathering information and acting on the world.
Queries and events are used to translate information from the real world
into Dolphin's model of the world. When Dolphin wants information
about something, it uses a query description to ask for information and
interpret the result. When the real world notifies Dolphin of changes in the
world, Dolphin uses an event description to interpret the notification.
These descriptions include information about how to parse responses, how
long to believe the answers, and preconditions stating when it is valid to
use the descriptions. Unix commands and SNMP-gets are two supported
query types. Events from a primitive event generator are supported and
work is underway to support events generated by HP's OpenView
OperationsCenter product.
When Dolphin decides to fix the real world, it uses action descriptions to
find out how to do it. Action descriptions contain preconditions for their
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use, what to do, and what the expected outcome is. Actions are not
assumed to do what was expected even if they report success. Instead,
Dolphin invalidates any facts it thinks may have changed as a result of the
actions, so that the real world will be queried next time the information is
needed. Unix commands and SNMP-sets are two types of actions
currently supported.
1.2.3 Models
Models are used to group objects, actions, queries, and event descriptions
together. A model can import other models to have access to their
descriptions. There can not be a cycle in the importations, but a
mechanism exists to extend previously defined object descriptions.
1.3 Dolphin Modeller's Development
Environment
The process of developing a Dolphin model has three main tasks-
entering the model, testing and debugging the model, and checking the
model. Rather than making these three independent tasks, the
development environment should allow work on the tasks to be
interleaved. For instance, after a query description has been entered, it
should be possible to try the query interactively to debug it and to check
how it relates to the rest of the model.
Individually, each of these tasks places several requirements on the
functionality of each part of the environment. The smooth integration of
these tasks places other requirements on the environment as a whole.
1.3.1 Entering models
Modellers must be able to enter models. At a minimum, they must be able
to enter them as text in the Dolphin language and have them compiled.
We would prefer that they be entered graphically to simplify the entry of
complex rules and to constrain the types of errors that can be made. It will
be impossible to make a syntax error if the user does not write code, and
type errors can be avoided if only valid options are presented to the user.
Like other interactive development environments, Dolphin's modeling
environment will need to provide easy cross-referencing between
relations and various presentations of the relationships. For instance,
inheritance and importation graphs would be very useful. Similarly, when
the modeller wants to change a relation, it should be easy for her to find
all uses and implementations of it.
When entering models, it is not always possible to keep the model
entirely consistent because changes may need to be made in more than
one place. The environment should provide support for maintaining a set
of inconsistent descriptions and for accepting them into the model later.
For instance, if the modeller removes a relation, all the uses of it may
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become invalid. Such invalid relations should be clearly marked for the
modeller.
Like the development of any quality software, the development of
production-quality models requires a process. A useful development
environment should support such a process. Multi-person model
development spawns many interesting problems. At the very least, some
form of model revision control is needed. We are not yet sure at what
granularity such control should be provided.
Automatic creation of models from the specifications of management
standards would greatly ease model development. For instance, in many
cases it should be possible to generate the needed base relations, query,
event, and action descriptions from standard specifications, such as SNMP
Management Information Base specifications. The modeller may still need
to organize the base relations and write derived relations, but such a
creation process could greatly simplify model writing.
1.3.2 Testing and debugging
To best provide an interactive development process, the development
environment must allow each part of the description to be tested easily as
it is created. The modeller should not have to contrive a way to invoke the
description. For instance, while developing a query, she4 should be able to
invoke the query, entering any information the system would normally
provide, and then be able to watch the query execute. While defining a
derived relation for an object, she should be able to see the value that
relation would have for each known instance.
Not all mistakes can be caught through unit testing, so the environment
must provide a system for debugging the system during actual operation.
This requires providing the modeller with all of the information that a
model has access to. One major repository of state is Dolphin's fact base,
which stores everything known about the real world. Modellers should be
able to see its contents and add or remove facts. It should also be easy to
ask it to spawn a query to refresh its facts. Whenever a modeller needs to
select an object (for instance during unit testing of a query) she should be
able to select one from the fact base.
A modeller should be able to watch Dolphin use descriptions, seeing all of
the programmer-visible state. This includes how and why a query, event,
or action is chosen as well as how it is executed.
The environment should allow its user to exercise a model as early as she
would like to, even before it is complete. By allowing the modeller to use
the model and correct it incrementally, the model can be organically
grown rather than written as a whole and then tested. To allow this
4. In this thesis, we will be constantly discussing two types of users-system
administrators and modellers. To help the reader distinguish between them, we
will refer to the system administrator as he and the modeller as she.
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development style, a modeller should be able to enter needed facts when a
query is unavailable or fails. Similarly, a modeller should be able to tell
Dolphin what action to take when no action is available or if the chosen
action is incorrect.
1.3.3 Checking
There are many checks that a modeller may find useful. They range from
needed consistency checks to desired completeness checks.
Consistency checks ensure that the model is intelligible to Dolphin. They
answer the following types of questions: Are the models syntactically
correct? Do the relations they use exist? Are they properly typed?
Dolphin itself needs these checks to compile and use the descriptions.
Completeness checks are the checks that a modeller would want to have
performed before releasing her models. They answer questions such as:
Do all base relations have related queries and actions? Are there
situations in which no queries or actions for a relation would be found?
Does this model make sense? 5 Does the search space by the model
contain infinite branches which may trap Dolphin's inference engine?6 Is
there a better ordering for derived rules which will allow faster
execution? Would the model allow any of the following general
guidelines to be broken? If so, when and how?
1.3.4 Integration requirements
To make the environment a coherent whole and to allow modellers to
transition between tasks smoothly, several additional requirements must
be imposed. First, when a description is modified using one tool, the
change should be visible to all other tools. Second, if a graphical interface
style is adopted to represent objects and relations, it should be used
throughout the system, not just for the entering task. Third, it should be
possible to switch between entering, testing, and checking as desired.
1.4 Focus of this thesis
The previous sections propose many requirements for a complete model
development environment. They also propose several diverse areas of
research, from creating a highly interactive set of development and testing
tools, to creating a novel GUI for programming, to providing support for
a full model development process, to research into how to do
completeness checks on models. In this thesis, we have focussed on a part
5. The big question here is what does it mean to make sense? What needs to
be true about the model for it to be a reasonable model?
6. Although this is a difficult problem in the general case, we think that for
the special case of practical models, we may be able to make some checks to
help avoid this.
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of that work. Specifically, we have concentrated on the development of
useful, interactive debugging tools. We chose this because it was the most
critical weakness of the Dolphin system at the time. It was already
possible to enter models manually in a text format, work on a graphical
user interface was progressing at the Palo Alto site, and another student
was to begin her Ph.D. on automatic model generation soon. We felt that
until a modeller could reasonably debug her model, automatic
completeness checking would be irrelevant. Further, we felt that until we
could support one modeller in creating working models, efforts to enable
team programming would be superfluous.
Personal experience trying to model sendmail, the Unix mail delivery
agent, and feedback from both Dolphin and AdminCenter modellers
confirmed that debuggers had the highest priority ([15], [2]).
A complete debugging system would consist of tools specialized for each
type of description tied together by the ability to invoke them from each
other as needed. There would be tools for monitoring and debugging
proofs, queries, events, and actions. The modeller would be able to invoke
unit testing on each part of the description. The modeller would be able to
see and override the selection of translations as well as manually enter the
data that should be retrieved.
1.5 Development path
The development of a complete suite of debuggers is still a large task. To
facilitate incremental development, we divided the work into four stages
based on the functionality provided. The first stage should allow a
modeller to enter models textually and to watch all of the modeller visible
state during the execution of a proof. The second stage should allow a
modeller to do unit testing-selecting a query, action, or event, and having
Dolphin execute it. The third stage should allow a modeller to direct
Dolphin's execution, entering or correcting data, commands, and results.
The fourth stage would concentrate on trying to get the system to help
create the necessary query, event, or action description when it discovers
at runtime that it does not have an appropriate one. For instance, since one
of the most difficult parts of creating a model is describing the parsers for
queries and events, we would like to build a system in which the parser
can be created by highlighting sample data returned from a query.
1.6 Proposal
Once a focus and staging were chosen, we still had a choice about which
development sequence was the most appropriate. Would we work on one
debugger to take it as far as we could, or would we provide stage one
functionality for all tools before proceeding with stage two? We chose the
later. We proposed to provide stage one capabilities for all Dolphin
Page 17
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systems. If any time was available after that, it would be used to extend
the query tools beyond stage one.
1.7 Previous work
When we were beginning, two interactive debuggers were available for
Dolphin, one for inferencing and one for queries. In addition to their each
having individual weaknesses, they were not integrated.
The inference debugger allowed modellers to watch proofs. It had three
main weaknesses-it provided little information, what it did provide was
presented poorly, and it offered little control to the modeller. Additionally,
it had just become obsolete with the implementation of a new inference
engine.
The query debugger provided a reasonable amount of information about
the execution of queries, but it did not help the user debug query
selection.
1.8 Completed work
We have completed stage one for proofs, queries, events, and actions, and
also developed a framework to enable useful debugging. This framework
provides the ability to set policies about which debugging tools should be
used and when. It provides solutions to several requirements common to
all debuggers. We also adapted the proof debugging tools to prototype
graphical explanations for Dolphin's end-users.
These tools have proven themselves useful in practice, having been used
extensively by the Dolphin team both to develop new models and to
debug and improve the Dolphin system itself.7 Because they make the
Dolphin's use of models explicit, they have also been useful to both teach
new modellers and to demonstrate the system.
We distinguish between the essence of a debugger and its presentation.8
The essence gathers information about the execution of the system and
provides flow control - the ability to start and stop the execution. The
presentation is responsible for interacting with the user, displaying the
debugger's state and directing the essence based on the user's commands.
This distinction is realized in the implementation of the tools so they can
more easily be used with better interfaces when they become available.
7. For instance, the debugger has shown us when the underlying system mis-
used rules to provide defaults. The researcher responsible for the development
of both the inference engine and the fixer has said several times that the de-
velopment of the action system would have taken an order of magnitude long-
er without the inference debugger.
8. In Smalltalk terms, this is the distinction between models and views.
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Despite wanting to invest only a limited amount of time in the
presentations of the tools, we developed a very useful graphical,
interactive presentation for proofs. Traditionally, the search done by
inference engines is very hard to present, because it involves exploring a
space with a high number of dimensions (one per choice point). Using the
computer, however, we only need to show one slice through that search
space at a time, allowing the user to interactively decide which slice to
show. Additionally, the proof is displayed as an and/or tree instead of in a
way dependent on the system's exploration order. 9
We also developed a set of implementation techniques for gathering
information and providing flow control points in such a way as to not
cause much overhead when the tools are not in use. We use multiple
implementations of the objects representing debuggers to minimize the
duplication. Essentially, Dolphin always runs a debugging version of the
systems, but most of the time the "debugger" causes very little
computational overhead. More details about this technique can be found in
Section 4.4.3.
1.9 Thesis organization
This first chapter presents an overview of Dolphin's purpose and
technology, presents the need for a model development environment and
outlines what might be included in a "complete" environment, and, finally,
describes the focus and structure of the thesis. Chapter 2 provides a
framework for describing debuggers and uses it to describe our work.
Chapter 3 describes Dolphin's architecture and leads into the architecture
of the developed debugging framework.
Chapters 4, 5, and 6, describe the Inference, Query/Event, and Fixer
debuggers, respectively. Each chapter describes the system to be
debugged, the information and types of control the modeller would like,
and an implementation which meets those needs. Because Dolphin
concepts and implementation techniques are covered as needed, material
in the earlier chapters is often required to understand later chapters. It
should be possible to skip later sections of each chapter and their
corresponding sections in later chapters. Someone interested in Dolphin's
architecture may enjoy the first parts of each chapter. A modeller
interested in using the tools may ignore the implementation details.
Chapter 7 describes the "ToolPolicy", which allows modellers to
designate which computations they are interested in debugging.
Chapter 8 summarizes the strengths and weaknesses of the work, pointing
out paths for future work.
9. We have since found that the Transparent Prolog Machine developed at the
Open University in the United Kingdom provides a similar type of display.
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Chapter 2 What are debuggers?
In the previous chapter, we described Dolphin's purpose and how it uses
models to accomplish that purpose. We also looked at the broad
requirements for a Dolphin model development environment and the
rationale for concentrating on tools to debug models. In this chapter we
investigate what we mean by debugging and develop general requirements
for our debuggers.
2.1 What are debuggers?
Taken literally, "debugging" is the process of removing errors (a.k.a. bugs)
from programs, so literally, "debuggers" must be tools which remove
errors from programs. In reality, debugging is mostly concerned with
finding errors, and debuggers are tools which help programmers find and
remove their bugs. Different debugging tools provide a wide range of
information and features to help with this process. We can measure these
abilities along five axes - data gathering, data presentation, flow control,
error detection, and program correction.
Data gathering involves collecting information about the state of a
computation. Some debuggers only take snapshots of a computation's
state. For instance, an assembly language debugger will show the state of a
machine's registers and memory. Other debuggers capture the flow of
control in a program or a sequence of states. For instance, traditional logic
language debuggers provide a trace feature which prints out what rules
were used and what variables were bound.
Data presentation is the art of showing the collected data to the user. Some
debuggers present the information in a "raw" state and others map the data
into higher-level concepts. Assembly-level debuggers, which just show
the state of the registers and memory, present their information without
much interpretation. Source-level debuggers, on the other hand, make an
effort to present the state of the machine in terms of the original program.
Even more advanced debuggers might present a program's state in terms
of the abstract operations being done instead of in terms of statements and
procedures.
Flow control features allow the programmer to actually step through the
computation as it is performed. A simple trace facility is an example of a
debugger with no flow control features; it simply prints out which parts of
the program are being executed. We can contrast simple trace facilities
with source-level debuggers which allow the user to step from command
to command. Other common flow control features include the ability to
"step into" procedure calls to see the details of their execution or to "step
over" calls to ignore their execution.
Error detection features help the user narrow down where to look for an
error. Some debuggers stop when they detect an error and allow the
programmer to examine the state to try to find the error. One problem with
this kind of debugger is that it can only find serious errors, such as
uninitialized variables or the failure of assertions provided by the
programmer; they can not find errors which only result in faulty output.
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Shapiro [10] describes debuggers which, given the program trace of a faulty program,
actually search for errors, using answers to a series of questions posed to an oracle
(usually the programmer) to zoom in on the problem area.
Program correction is offered in very few debuggers. Most debuggers are content to
help the programmer find the error by allowing them to watch the execution. Not
content with that, Shapiro describes debuggers which actually correct or help the
programmer correct the error once it is found and continue the computation.
In this thesis we concentrate on developing interactive tools which gather snapshots of
Dolphin's state during its execution, present the information in the modeller's high-
level terms, and allow the user to control the flow of the execution in suitable ways. We
provide the framework for notifying the modeller of simple errors (see Chapter 7). We
do not yet attempt advanced error detection or correction as discussed in Shapiro's
work, but the gathering we do could provide the information needed for incorporating
such capabilities.
Because there are other people working on novel graphic representations of Dolphin
models, we concentrate on the gathering and controlling. We provide basic interfaces
which make the tools useful and prove that the gathering and controlling are correct.
2.2 General requirements for debuggers
The general requirements guiding the design of the debuggers had three main sources.
The first set were determined by the type of debuggers we wanted to create. The second
set of requirements arose from the day-to-day use of the tools by members of the
Dolphin team. The third set are practical constraints on the implementation of the
debuggers derived from both computational and human resource limitations.
2.2.1 Requirements from desired features
The system must be able to gather and present information incrementally so that we can
provide the required flow control and be able to provide views of the computation at
each intermediate point. The system should be able to rewind the presentation to show
previous parts of the execution because, in our experience, realizing that the bug has just
happened but that we missed seeing it is one of the most frustrating parts of debugging.
Supporting such rewinding can consume a great deal of resources, so in some cases, it
may not be possible. We will discuss these cases as they arise.
Debuggers need to present information in a modeller's terms. This in turn places
requirements upon what information needs to be gathered from the system. Although
we wanted to avoid concentrating on developing user interfaces, we have had to
develop presentations that display the information in modeller's terms in order to insure
that we were gathering enough information. For instance, the first implementation of the
inference debugger was driven by the needs of a simple interface, which neither
presented the proof clearly nor provided sophisticated flow control. When we realized
what we really wanted to know and how we really wanted to control the proof, we had
to collect more sophisticated information.
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2.2.2 Requirements from day-to-day usage
In addition to providing invaluable suggestions about what information
and controls were needed for each tool, Dolphin team members using the
tools also contributed an extremely important general requirement for all
debuggers. They found that the tools provided too much information and
suggested several ways to help hide information while still allowing
access to it. One of the best ways to hide information is to allow the user to
set up a policy describing when tools should be invoked at all. The design
of such a policy is explored in Chapter 7.
2.2.3 Requirements from computation and human resource
limitations
The first requirement on the debugging system was that it should not cost
much in execution time or memory when it is not in use.
Because we need to mix debugging execution and normal execution, each
Dolphin image needs to be able to do both. We can not derive both a
debugging and non-debugging system from the same source code using a
preprocessor, because Smalltalk does not have a preprocessor.
These constraints suggest two options. First, we could have implemented
some kind of preprocessor or extended the Smalltalk system to provide a
similar feature. Second, we could implement a debugging version of each
system separately from its non-debugging counterpart. We felt that the
first option would be far too much work and would distract us from the
task of making a development environment. We felt that the second option
would create a maintenance nightmare as bug fixes and extensions made
to one system would need to be reflected in its counterpart. While this
might be possible (although not recommended) in a piece of production
software with full teams to support it, in a research prototype such as
Dolphin, such duplication is unacceptable.
The techniques we use to meet this requirement are introduced in Section
4.4.
Finally, while debugging is actually being used, it should not load the
machine to the point that no useful work can be done on it.
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Chapter 3 Debugger Architecture
In the previous chapter, we introduced Dolphin-its purpose and, in broad
strokes, its mechanisms. In later chapters, we will discuss individual
systems in the prototype along with the debuggers we developed for them.
This chapter serves to explain how the systems work together to
accomplish Dolphin's purpose and to justify how we can create debuggers
for each system individually.
3.1 How a system administrator uses
Dolphin
In this section, we take a look at how a system administrator might interact
with Dolphin by stepping through three example tasks-checking the
status of a printer, finding out why the printer is not working, and adding a
new user to a workstation.
3.1.1 Checking a printer's status
Let us pretend that we are a system administrator using Dolphin and that
we are interested in finding out about our printer named 'elm'. After
double-clicking on the icon representing this printer, we might be
presented with a window similar to Figure 1. This browser shows (in
alphabetical order) the information about elm which Dolphin has access
to. The information is shown highlighted in red' if it is false.
1. Dolphin's user interfaces and the debugger interfaces developed in this the-
sis frequently use of color to convey information. In this thesis, we will discuss
them as colors and show them in figures using shades.
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Figure 1 Instance browser on the printer named 'elm'
I HP HPLB NCL NSD elm
From this browser, we can see that elm is not ok. We can also see that it is
on-line and its paper supply is fine, but its toner is low. For the moment,
let us suppose that we do not realize that the reason the printer is not ok is
because its toner is low.2 As a system administrator, we may want to
know why the printer is not ok. We can use Dolphin's explanation facility
to tell us.
3.1.2 Getting an explanation of a problem
To get an explanation of why the printer is not considered satisfactory, we
have to select isOk and ask for an explanation. Figure 2 shows the
explanation we receive. By reading the red nodes, we can see that elm's
toner is the problem. After changing the printer's toner, we can confirm
through the browser that elm is fine.
2. In this example, the problem is obvious. However, the cause of a problem
is often not easy to see. For instance, imagine that the password file on a ma-
chine has its permissions set incorrectly. The effect of this might be that a user
can not login. Since the problem is not with the user, looking at a user browser
would show us the symptom of the problem-user can not log in- but it
would not immediately show us the cause of the problem.
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Dolphin's explanation of why elm is not ok.
3.1.3 Creating a new user
Our next task may be to create an account on a machine named 'netman'
for a new employee. Let us suppose the employee's username is 'aybee'.
We first double-click on the icon representing netman. The resulting
browser (Figure 3) shows the information available about netman.
Relations such as users, which have more than one value, are shown in a
box. Because we want to add a user, we double-click on the users relation.
This gives us a display similar to Figure 4. From the "Object" menu, we
can select "Create new HP-UX user". We are then prompted for some
details about the user (Figure 5). After we enter the needed information
and press "ok", a new user appears in the collection. As an administrator,
that is all we see of the creation process.
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An instance browser showing netman's attributes
A collection browser on the users of the machine called 'netman'
Wkndow Update ct Developer
Oreate HPUXUser
adm admin af afe
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A prompt for information used to create a user
Given the types of interaction we experience as a system administrator,
Figure 6 shows our likely model of how the Dolphin prototype works.
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3.2 How Dolphin modules cooperate to help
system administrators
Since the Dolphin prototype is not implemented using magic, let us take a
look at how Dolphin uses models to implement these interactions.
3.2.1 Browsing
Let us begin with the instance browser displaying information about elm.
Since Dolphin knows from previous information that elm is an HP
LaserJet4, the user interface finds the HP LaserJet4 object description in
its models and uses the description to decide what types of information to
display. The LaserJet4 description includes basic relations describing a
printer's physical status-is it on-line? is its paper ok? is its toner ok?. It
also contains a derived relation describing whether or not the printer as a
whole can be considered ok.
The object description can tell the user interface only what kinds of
information are available; it does not say what the values of the relations
are for elm. However, the models do provide a logical definition of how to
find the actual values. Using these logical descriptions is beyond the user
interface's duties. Using them is the inference engine's specialty. To find
the actual values it must display, the user interface asks the inference
engine to try to prove the necessary logical statements. For instance, to
find out if elm is on-line, the user interface asks the inference engine to
prove that it is on-line.
The inference engine uses a technique called inferencing to try to support
a logical statement. For instance, a basic relation describes the real world,
so a basic goal (is elm on-line?) can be supported by finding a fact which
states that the goal is true (elm is on-line!). The inference engine looks for
facts about the real world in the fact base, a special database for storing
Dolphin facts. Derived goals explain how they can be logically reduced to
simpler goals. For instance, 'is elm ok?' can be simplified to 'is elm
on-line?', 'is elm's paper ok?', and 'is elm's toner ok?'. To prove a
derived goal, Dolphin reduces it to basic goals which it can try to support
with facts.
We have not yet explained how facts come to be in the fact base. Suppose
that the fact base had not known anything about elm. It would have
needed to find facts from the real world. This is the query system's job. Its
first step is to find a suitable query description to use. Part of this process
involves checking that the query description's preconditions are satisfied.
Since the preconditions are given as a logical expression, the inference
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engine is used to check them. 3 After a query has been chosen and
executed, the resulting facts are stored in the fact base for later use.
All of this happens in response to the system administrator's request to see
information about elm, but the administrator does not have to worry about
how it is done.
3.2.2 Explaining
The next thing we did as an administrator was to ask Dolphin why the
printer was not ok. The explanation facility discovers the explanation by
asking the inference engine to prove that elm is ok and asking it to record
the way it proved this. The resulting record is then displayed for us. The
"natural language" description on each node is generated from strings
provided in the model.
3.2.3 Changing the real world
Our last example task was to create a new user account for 'aybee'.
Once again, the user interface does not do all of the work by itself. It uses
the models to decide what kinds of objects to offer in the create menu.
From the models, it also decides what information to prompt for. Once it
has the information, it forms a logical goal describing what it wants to
change in the world. It invokes the fixer with this goal. The fixer is
responsible for "fixing" the world to be the way Dolphin wants it to be. It
calls on the inference engine to decide what needs to be changed and uses
action descriptions to plan how to change them. Just as query descriptions
have preconditions governing their use, so do action descriptions, so the
fixer invokes the inference engine yet again. After the plan is made,
Dolphin acts to change the world. When it is done, the affected facts are
removed from the fact base so they will be updated the next time they are
needed.
3. Note that during this proof, the inference engine may ask the fact base for
information it does not yet have. This could, in turn, trigger the query system.
Dolphin ensures that it does not enter an infinite loop.
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3.3 Model Development Environment
In the previous section, we looked at how the Dolphin modules cooperate
to aid a system administrator. We pointed out that the system administrator
does not have to worry about this mechanism. The model development
environment described in this thesis is targeted at the modeller, a person
who does have to understand how the models are used. Figure 7 showed
the Dolphin prototype's architecture in a modeller's terms. As we initially
saw, the user interface provided for system administrators completely
hides how the models are being used. This makes it insufficient for
modellers, who must understand how the models are used. The model
development environment is responsible for providing tools which help the
modeller enter, debug, and maintain models.
We have chosen to create separate debugging tools for each of the major
Dolphin systems-inferencing, querying, and fixing. Figure 8 shows the
architecture of the system. The Tool Policy is used by the modeller to
specify which tools she wants to use and when they should be invoked.
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This architecture is justified from the modeller's point of view because
each of the systems works fairly independently of the others. A modeller
may want to debug just the logic of her derived relations. She can do this
through an inference debugger without being concerned with the queries
that are used. Similarly, fixes and queries can be debugged with little
interest in the others. Only the inference engine is used by all of the
modules. To deal with this, we embed an inference debugger within the
tool which is using it. This enables the modeller to easily understand why
the proofs are being done.
Creating a separate debugging tool for each system is also justified from
the development point-of-view. Keeping the tools separate enabled us to
develop them fairly independently. Since it is used by all of the other tools,
we created the inference debugger first and it is explained in Chapter 4.
The query and fixer debuggers are discussed in Chapter 6 and Chapter 5,
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Chapter 4 Inference Debugger
This chapter describes the inference debugger and is organized to follow
the development of a debugger. The first step in creating a debugger is
understanding the system to be debugged; we must know why the system
exists, when it is used, and how it operates. Next, we need to develop a
conceptual model of what it does; this conceptual model will be the basis
for the user's interaction with the debugger. From the conceptual model,
we can determine what information we want to show to the user and what
control points she should have. We can then develop techniques to gather
the data required to provide the information and control to the user. Once
the data has been collected, the presentation itself can be developed.
Finally, when the tool has been used and examined running, we can find its
weaknesses and identify future work.
The actual development of the debuggers did not flow smoothly from one
stage to the next. Rather, it jumped among them and even started from
scratch a few times. We found that the first time we built a debugger, we
learned what the system was really doing and learned better what was
needed from the tool. This chapter presents the outcome of this muddied
process in terms of the clean process described above.
The primary benefit of the inference debugger developed is that it is
capable of presenting a proof in an intelligible manner. As we will see,
representing an inference engine's search poses two interesting problems.
First, the tree developed by the inference engine's exploration of the
search space is not the tree that the user wants to see. Second, the search
space is multi-dimensional, and the usual simultaneous presentation of
more than one dimension is confusing. We overcome the first problem by
gathering information not otherwise explicitly stored by the inference
engine so that we can present a more intuitive tree. We overcome the
second problem by presenting only one slice through the search space at a
time, exploiting the computer's ability to rapidly change the display when
the user wants to explore a new slice.
Other benefits of the tool include the fact that it is incremental and
specialized. Because it is incremental, the user can explore the search each
time the execution is paused. Because it is specialized to the proof
debugger problem, it provides controls specialized to the inferencing
problem.
4.1 What is inferencing?
Everything Dolphin does, from displaying the state of the real world to
deciding how to change the world, is done with reference to the models
that it is given. Because these models are given in a logical form, every use
of them involves doing some kind of logical proof.
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The user interface uses proofs to collect information to display to the user.
Both queries and actions have to have their preconditions proved before
they can be used. The action system also uses proofs to diagnose what it
should change. Users are allowed to formulate their own questions for the
system, and proofs are again used to find the answer.
Inferencing is a process used to prove logical statements. It is at the heart
of most expert systems and the logic programming language PROLOG.
Dolphin contains an inference engine which uses standard techniques,
such as SLD-resolution [6], to prove logical expressions in Dolphin's
models.
We can think of inferencing as finding support for a logical statement. For
instance, to prove that our printer is onLine, we just have to verify with the
real world that it is. Similarly, we can support the statement that the printer
isOk by supporting the statements that it is online, and both its paper and
toner are ok.
In logic programming theory, inferencing is done by "refutation", a kind of
proof by contradiction. Rather than proving a goal, such as A is true,
refutation instead demonstrates that if NOT(A) were true, there would be a
contradiction. Because refutation can be described declaratively, theorists
find it easier to work with than a procedural description. However, for the
practical purposes of this thesis, our procedural definition will suffice. We
define inferencing as "trying to find logical support for a statement".
In the next section, we provide enough background on inferencing to
understand this chapter. Readers interested in more information about
logic programming are referred to introductory books on the subject, such
as [5], and theoretical books such as [6].
4.2 How Dolphin's inference engine works
In this section we introduce the terminology we will be using and then
examine how Dolphin's inference engine approaches a few simple
examples.
4.2.1 Terminology
Relations describe the kinds of logical statements we can make. A relation
consists of a name and some arguments. For instance, the relation
representing the name of a printer may be called name, and have two
arguments-the printer and a string giving its name. In Dolphin, we write
the relation as
[Printer p] name [String s]
to show the relation's name with its arguments in brackets. In this example
the arguments are variables, which can represent any object of the
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appropriate types (also given). In Dolphin, we only have to specify a
variable's type once.
Arguments can also be instances. Instances which have a conventional
representation will be written with that representation. Examples of these
are shown below. For instance the integer six will be shown as
6
and the string containing the first three letters of the alphabet will be
shown as
'abc'
Most Dolphin instances represent real world objects and they do not have a
conventional representation. In this paper, we represent objects by writing
their identifiers in bold. For example, our printer named 'elm' will be
represented as elm.
Facts are instances of basic relations which state something about the real
world. A fact should not contain variables. The fact giving our printer's
name is:
[elm] name ['elm']
Derived relations have definitions which give a logical relationship
between their arguments. For instance, a printer's isOk relationship may be
given as:




Goals are relations which are given to the inference engine to be proved.
They may contain both variables and instances. The following are example
goals:
[elm] name ['elm']
[Printer p] name ['soseki']
Notice that a basic goal with all arguments being instances, such as
[elm] name ['elm'], differs from a similar fact, such as [elm] name ['elm'],
only in interpretation.
4.2.2 A small, example model for printers
Before Dolphin can answer any questions, it needs to have one or more
models loaded. Figure 9 and Figure 10 show excerpts from a model
describing printers. The first basic relation can be read as "Printer p has the
name n". The next three can be read as "Printer p is online", "Printer p's
paper is ok", and "Printer p's toner is ok". The derived relation can be read
"Printer p is ok if p is online, p's paper is ok, and p's toner is ok". Notice
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that the derived relation (Figure 10) has two parts - the head, which
specifies what is being defined, and the body, which gives the rule to
evaluate. The basic relations only have heads; the implicit body of a basic
relation is always "ask the world".
Figure 9 Some basic printer relations




Figure 10 A derived relation for printers




A printer model would also provide query descriptions which would return
facts corresponding to the basic attributes. It may also include action
descriptions to allow Dolphin to change the printer, perhaps to turn the
printer back online. Since we are concentrating on the inference process,
we will ignore queries and actions in this chapter.
4.2.3 Example 1: Is the printer named 'elm' ok?
To answer this question, we can pose the following goal to the inference
engine:
[Printer x] name ['elm'] AND [x] isOk
The initial state of the inference engine can be seen in Figure 11, which
shows what each variable represents (bindings), a stack of the goals we are
trying to prove, and the facts at our disposal.
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Initial state of proof
Goals to prove




The inference engine can only work on one goal at a time, so whenever it
has a choice of goals to work on, it selects one. In logic programming, the
standard selection procedure is to work on the goals in the order they are
given. Dolphin uses this procedure, so it begins by trying to prove that
there is a printer whose name is 'elm'. The first step in proving any goal, is
to remove it from the stack of goals left to solve. So in this case, the
inference engine removes the name goal.
The name relation is basic, so all Dolphin has to do to prove it is to find a
fact which matches it. The fact [elm] name ['elm'] is suggested by the fact
base. Dolphin unifies the goal with this fact. Unification is just a matching
process which determines if two goals or facts match. In this case, it
determines that the goal and fact would match if the variable x represented,
or was bound to, the object elm. Dolphin remembers this binding, so that
anytime the variable x is used, it will mean the object elm. Having found a
fact to support this goal, Dolphin can consider it proven and continue.




The next goal to prove is the one which asks if the printer is ok. Once
again, the inference engine removes this term from the goals left to prove.
Then the inference engine realizes that isOk is a derived relation and looks
up the rule which defines it (Figure 10). Its next step is to match the goal
[x] isOk with the head of the rule [p] isOk. This time, the unification process
tells us that they would match if the variables p and x represented the same
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Proving the body of the rule is equivalent to proving the head, so the
inference engine now places the body of the rule in the goals left to prove.
After this expansion occurs, we are left in a state similar to Figure 13.












Once again, the inference engine chooses to prove the first part of the
remaining goal, removing the onLine goal. Because onLine is a basic
relation, the system tries to solve it by looking for facts in the fact base
which would support that elm is online. Finding such a fact, the inference
engine considers the goal proved and continues.










The selection procedure chooses paperOk next and removes it from the
goals to prove. Again, this is a basic goal so we find a fact in the fact base
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Figure 15 State after proving paperOk







The selection procedure now selects the basic goal tonerOk. We can easily
prove it by finding the corresponding fact in the fact base. This leaves us
with no further goals to prove. Since we have proved them all, we have
proved our initial goal - the printer named 'elm' is ok!
If we had not been able to prove one of the goals, the proof would have
failed. The first place our example could have failed was if there had not
been a fact stating that there was a printer named 'elm'. Since our goal
required both that there was a printer with that name and that it was ok, not
having such a printer would be sufficient reason to fail the goal. If we had
found a printer named 'elm', but had not found a fact stating that its paper
was ok, the goal [x] isOk would have failed, once again causing the entire
proof to fail.
4.2.4 Example 2: Is either the printer named 'oak' or the printer
named 'elm' ok?
Suppose we have two printers, oak and elm, and want to know if either is
ok. One way to check this would be to present the inference engine with
the following goal:
[Printer x] name ['oak'] AND [x] isOk.
Suppose the proof of this goal failed because oak was out of paper. Then
we could try to prove the following goal:
[Printer x] name ['elm'] AND [x] isOk.
After finding that this test succeeded, we would know that one of the two
printers was ok. Dolphin provides a simple way to express the testing of
alternatives - the OR operator. Using an OR expression, we could write
our two tests as one:
[Printer x] name ['oak'] AND [x] isOk
OR
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Factoring, we can find an even simpler way to express the same test:
A simple way to test both 'elm' and 'oak'
([Printer x] name ['elm'] OR [x] name ['oak'])
AND
[x] isOk.
Let's investigate how the inference engine approaches this proof. Its initial
state is shown in Figure 17.
Initial state of the inference engine
Goals to prove Known Facts
The inference engine begins this proof by selecting and removing the OR
expression from the stack. To prove the OR, the inference engine selects
the first alternative and tries to continue the proof with that alternative. In
this case, it will try to continue the proof with the goal for 'oak'. To do
this, it places the alternative on the stack (Figure 18) and then continues
the proof.
After choosing to try the 'oak' alternativeFigure 18











[Printer x] name ['oak'] OR [x] name ['elm']) [elm] name ['elm']
AND [elm] tonerOk
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At this point, the state is similar to that of our first example (see Figure 11).
We will fast-forward to the point at which the proof fails (Figure 19).
Figure 19 Immediately before the proof fails because oak's paper supply is not ok










Having selected and removed the paperOk goal, the inference engine looks
for an appropriate fact to support it. Unfortunately, there is none, so this
goal fails. When a goal fails, the inference engine begins a process of
called backtracking. During backtracking, the system undoes each of its
steps until it either finds an alternative it has not considered yet or until it
reaches the beginning of the proof.
In the present case, the inference engine will first replace the paperOk goal
on the stack (similar to Figure 14). Then it will replace the onLine goal
(Figure 13). Not having found an unexplored alternative, the system will
then remove the three terms which represent the body of the isOk rule and
replace the original isOk goal. Backtracking undoes all of the effects of the
search, so at this point the system also forgets that p is bound to oak
(Figure 12). The next goal to be replaced is the OR's first alternative,
which names 'oak'. Again, the changes to the bindings are undone, leaving
us in the same state as in Figure 18. Then the name goal is removed. We
are now back in the midst of the OR expression and we finally find an
unexplored alternative - [x] name ['elm']. Now, the inference engine
begins to work forward again, placing this alternative on the stack as it
placed the first one. This puts us in the same state as in Figure 11, when we
were beginning the proof for 'elm' alone. The system begins working its
way forward through the proof again, just as it did in Example 1.
4.2.5 Example 3: Is any known printer ok?
If we want to know if any of our printers were ok, we could write a goal
similar to the one in Figure 16, with one branch of the OR to name each
printer we want to test.
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There are two good reasons not to do it this way. First, it is tedious when
are very many printers. Second, it is error-prone because every time we
add a printer, we need to add a new branch to our clause and every time we
remove a printer, we need to remove a branch.
A goal such as the one in Figure 20 takes advantage of the facts already
available to Dolphin. In this goal, we do not specify the name of the
printer. The '_' used in place of the name is Dolphin's anonymous
variable. Every use of it is a distinct variable, so we can not use the values
matched to it anywhere else. This goal can be read as asking the question
"Does there exist a printer with some name which is ok?"
Figure 20 Using the fact base to decide which printers to test
[Printer x] name [_] AND [x] isOk
In previous examples, we have had at most one fact match each base goal
we considered. In this case, we will have two - the facts naming elm and
oak. Upon reaching the base goal, it will be unified with the first matching
fact and the proof will continue. If and when the system backtracks to this
point, the other fact will be used. Base goals behave as OR expressions
with one alternative for each fact that matches them.
4.2.6 Example 4: Is there a printer which is not ok?
The previous example goals are all useful for knowing if printers are
working, but a system administrator would probably rather ask "Is there a
known printer which is not ok?" Dolphin provides a NOT expression for
expressing goals with negation. A goal using this operator to ask the
desired question can be seen in Figure 21.
Figure 21 Goal to ask if there is a known printer which is not ok.
[Printer x] name [_] AND NOT ([x] isOk)
Dolphin, similar to most other logic programming languages, implements
negation as failure. If A is a logical expression, this means that to prove
NOT(A), the inference engine tries to prove A. If the proof of A succeeds,
the proof of NOT(A) fails. If the proof of A fails, the proof of NOT(A)
succeeds. This sounds reasonable, however, there is a difference between a
statement being true and Dolphin being able to prove that it is true.
Therefore, negation as failure is only an approximation to what is usually
meant by NOT.
To remind ourselves that Dolphin does not implement logical NOT, but
instead implements negation as failure, we will, hereafter, use the prefix
operator, '-' to represent negation as failure. Properly speaking, the goal
we will give to Dolphin will ask the question "Is there a known printer
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which we can not prove is ok?" and Figure 22 shows how this goal will be
written.
Figure 22 Goal to ask "Is there a known printer which we can not prove is ok?"
[Printer x] name [_] AND -[x] isOk
If Dolphin has complete information about the world, we can pretend that
NOT(A) and -A are essentially the same. However, Dolphin may not have
complete information. First, its model could be deficient. Second, a
communication failure could prevent it from learning full information.
Third, a "bug" in the real world (such as a printer which does not say that
its paper supply is ok, even when it is) could also prevent Dolphin from
having complete information. Most of the time, however, -A can be
thought of as NOT(A).
The inference engine handles - expressions literally as described above.
Dolphin proves -A by executing a separate proof of A. If this proof
completes successfully, then the proof of -A fails. If it completes
unsuccessfully, the proof of -A succeeds.
One non-obvious effect of the meaning of - is that the spawned subproof
can not bind any variables for use in the rest of the proof. To see why,
consider trying to use a variable bound by the proof of a -, as is done in the
following goal.
-[Printer x) name ['soseki'] AND [x] isOk
If the - expression succeeds, then there is no printer x to check to be ok in
the second term. If the - expression fails, then there is a printer named
'soseki', but the proof will have failed, so we will not get a chance to
check that it is ok.
4.3 Designing the debugger
Given the proper programmatic interface, the presentation and essence of a
debugger can be cleanly separated. The interface chosen determines the
information and control available to the presentation's implementation.
For instance, our first implementation of the proof debugger was designed
to support a simple presentation. When we learned what it was that we
really wanted, we had to expand the essence's abilities and interface to
support the desired type of presentation. In this section, we develop a style
of presentation which puts significant requirements on the essence's ability
to provide information and flow control.
The presentation discussed has proved very useful to both modeller's and
Dolphin implementors. Developing other interfaces which share its
approach to inference debugging should not be too difficult.
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In this section, we describe the features of our inference debugger. These
features are divided into presentation features and flow control features.
4.3.1 Presentation features
Debugging a proof, a modeller may ask several questions:
1. Why was this goal attempted and how was it proved?
2. Was a goal "successful"?
3. What alternatives were considered?
4. Was a given choice "successful"?
5. What is this variable bound to? When/where was it bound?
6. What definitions and/or facts are related to this goal?
The debugger's presentation should make it easy for the modeller to find
the answers to such questions.
4.3.1.1 Traditional presentations
Traditional, text-based, Prolog implementations often provide a trace
facility which prints out the goals that are used during the proof. A sample
trace output for a Prolog goal similar to Example 2 is shown in Figure 231.
In such a trace, indentation is used to show support. For instance, the goals
which support isOk are indented under it.
1. Figure 23 and Figure 26 are based on interactions with a traditional Prolog
implementation (POPLOG) loaded with rules and facts to approximate the
model and fact base used earlier.
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X = elm ?
yes
It takes an experienced eye and familiarity with the rules being used to
answer questions using a trace. There are two main reasons for this. First,
goals are displayed linearly in the order the inference engine visits them,
not in a way which directly shows their logical relationships. Second, a
trace is passive; it can not interactively help the user answer questions or
hide information when the user is not interested in it.
Because the trace presents information in the order the inference engine
visits nodes, different attempts at proving a goal get interleaved as the
engine backtracks to try to prove the goal another way. Each attempt to
prove a goal represents a different set of statements about the world. These
sets of statements can contradict one another, so showing them
simultaneously without clearly separating them is misleading. For
instance, in our example, x is bound to oak in one attempt and elm in the
other. The trace's superposition of attempts also makes it difficult to see
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the support structure of the goals, as failed attempts to prove goals will be
shown along with the successful ones. It is not immediately clear whether
or not a goal was successfully supported.
Because the trace is passive, it is impossible to ask questions such as
"Where was this variable bound?", "What are all the choices considered
for this goal?", or "What is the definition of this relation?". The
programmer must answer these questions without the help of the trace.
Similarly, since it is passive, there is no way to hide extra information and
the trace can be overwhelming.
4.3.1.2 Towards a better presentation
Figure 24 illustrates another proof presentation-a traditional proof tree. It
shows the inference engine's progress through the example proof. In this
presentation, each node represents a goal and each goal is depicted as the
child of the previously visited goal. When the inference engine backtracks,
a split in the tree is formed. Goals which offer more than one possible way
to prove them cause such splits, as the inference engine must consider
each alternative separately. Because they offer the inference engine a
choice of how to prove them, we call such goals choicepoints.
Figure 24 Traditional proof tree
[x] tonerOk
A proof tree such as Figure 24 is useful because it makes choicepoints and
considered choices easy to see. Unfortunately, it neither shows the support
structure of the goals nor gives any indication of success and failure.
We call each path from the root of such a tree to a leaf a thread-of-control
(or simply thread).2 Because each thread-of-control represents the path the
inference engine took for one "attempt" to prove the root goal, the variable
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bindings in each thread are internally consistent. We call any proof
presentation similar to Figure 24, a thread-of-control graph.
4.3.1.3 A better presentation
Our solution to the trace's indiscriminate superposition of threads is to
only show one thread-of-control at a time. This concentration avoids the
confusion arising from showing several interleaved threads and allows us
to draw a proper support graph. In a support graph, every goal is the parent
of the goals which support it. We also show each used fact as the child of
the base goal it supports. In addition to making the support structure of a
proof explicit, a support graph also allows us to color nodes to show
whether or not they were supported. (A more formal treatment of the
"success" can be found in Section 4.4.2.4). Figure 25 shows a support
graph for each thread in our example.
Figure 25 Support trees for the both of the attempted derivations
Key
A was not supported
1 B was supported
2. A theorist would call a thread an "attempted derivation".
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The fact that these trees show only one thread at a time is both a strength
and a weakness. It is a strength because it allows us to make simpler, more
intuitive presentations, avoiding the contradictions inherent in showing
more than one thread simultaneously. It also hides information about the
other threads from the user. Its weakness is that the programmer can not
see all of the threads simultaneously to get the "big picture".
We do two things to get over the problem of only showing one thread at a
time. First, choicepoints are visually marked and each choicepoint
provides a menu listing all of the explored alternatives it provides. Using
these menus, a modeller can easily switch between various threads by
selecting the desired alternatives. Second, we provide navigational aids
such as visually distinguishing successful choices from unsuccessful ones
on these menus. Other possible navigational aids are discussed in section
4.7, "Weaknesses and future work".
Let us quickly review how the suggested presentation allows a modeller to
answer the questions listed at the beginning of this section.
1. Why was this goal attempted and how was it proved?
This information is explicitly shown by the graph structure.
2. Was a goal "successful"?
This is visible from the color of the node representing the goal.
3. What alternatives were considered?
The navigation menus on choicepoints list all considered choices. By
selecting a choice, the support graph for that choice will be shown.
4. Was a given choice "successful"?
This is shown by the color of the goal choice listed in the menu. A
more formal treatment of what it means for a choice to be successful
can be found in Section 4.4.2.4.1.
5. What is this variable bound to? When/where was it bound?
This can be asked through a menu on a node in the tree. The display
can zoom in on the goal which bound the variable.
Usually, nodes are shown with variables bound as they were on entry to
the node. We provide a switch to force variables to be displayed with
the latest available bindings.
6. What definitions and/or facts are related to this goal?
User can interactively select a node to "zoom" in on a node to have
related information shown. In this way, only information the modeller
is interested in needs to be shown.
One important exception to our "one thread at a time" rule is our method
of showing subproofs done for - expressions (negation as failure).
Although technically a completely separate proof3 , we show the subproof
3. Remember, the subproof can not affect the bindings; only information about
its success or failure is used.
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as part of the proof that contains it. We make the subproof the child of the
~ expression it supports. This allows the programmer to explore the
subproof as naturally as any other part of the proof. The implications this
has for the "success" and displaying algorithms is covered in Section
4.4.2.4.
The user can interactively "contract" parts of the support graph to hide the
details of those parts. This is extremely useful because proofs get large
quickly. This kind of hiding of details is not possible with the passive trace
output.
4.3.2 Flow control
Debugging a proof, the programmer may want the inference engine to
pause before each step that it takes so that she can examine the state of the
computation, comparing it to what she expects to happen. Alternatively,
the programmer may not want to see each step; she may want the inference
engine to continue the computation for a while without pausing. In this
section we examine the flow control provided by traditional Prolog tools
and describe the types of control we provide.
4.3.2.1 Traditional flow control
In addition to providing a trace facility, traditional Prolog implementations
also provide a spy facility. Spying a proof allows the user to single step
through the inference engine's computations. Its output is essentially a
trace of the proof, but at each step that the programmer can interact with it,
it prompts her with a question mark. Figure 26 shows a sample spy
interaction for our example proof, in which we have chosen to skip two
parts of the proof related to the printer oak.
Figure 26 An example spy interaction
(printerName(X,oak); printerName(X,elm)), isOk(X).
















X = elm ?
yes
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Basically, the spy facility allows the programmer to pause at interesting
predicates. As the computation proceeds, the system pauses at any
predicates which are being spied on. When the system pauses, the
programmer has several options. She can "continue" to the next
computation step, she can tell the computation to "skip" the rest of the
current thread-of-control, she can turn the spy facility off, she can "fail"
the goal, forcing the system to backtrack, or she can "abort" the proof.
4.3.3 Our flow control
In addition to providing similar flow control in our debugger, we add
another kind of control. Similar to the spy facility, when our debugger
stops at a node, the modeller can choose how the computation should
proceed next.
If she chooses to step into the current node's proof, the debugger will stop
before the next inferencing step. For instance, if the debugger is stopped at
the node [elm] isOk in our example proof, stepping into it would cause the
debugger to stop when isOk is expanded into the AND expression. Such
single-stepping through the proof is useful when the modeller wants to see
every detail of the computation.
If the modeller was not interested in the proof of isOk, she could instead
choose to step over its proof (step over kids). The proof would stop when
the current node's proof was completed, pausing again when the proof
next considered a goal which is not part of the proof of isOk. This is useful
when the modeller wants to skip a part of the proof she knows already
works. The stepped over parts of proof are automatically contracted for the
user.
Another way to skip a large section of a proof is to ask to step over the
thread-of-control. For instance, if the modeller was not interested in the
part of the proof having to do with the printer oak, she could ask to step
over thread-of-control. The debugger would next pause when it
backtracked past that choice.
We also provide fail and abort controls, so that the modeller can force a
goal to fail and abort the entire proof.
When a modeller is no longer interested in a proof, she can ask it to
continue. This asks it to not pause.
We also support the setting of breakpoints on relations the modeller is
particularly interested in (see Chapter 7). These force the debugger to stop
on relations even if they are being stepped over or continued past.
Notice that although our debugger allows the user to skip over details of
parts of proofs, it still records those details so the user can go back and see
them later.
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4.4 Instrumenting the system
In the previous section, we decided the types of information and flow
control we wanted to provide to the user and how we wanted to present it.
We have not yet specified either how this information can be gathered or
how the control will be provided. In this section we take a look at these
implementation issues. We begin with a brief introduction to the inference
engine's implementation and then discuss the data gathering and flow
control in turn.
4.4.1 The system
Dolphin's inference engine is a fairly straight-forward implementation of
the inference process described in Section 4.2. Dolphin instances,
variables, relations, definitions, expressions, goals, and facts are all
represented directly by corresponding Smalltalk objects. The list of
bindings used during inferencing is implemented by an object called a
BindingArray. As in our examples, a simple Stack is used to store the goals
left to prove. The known facts are stored in the FactBase, which provides
various search methods. One type of object which is does not directly
correspond to a part of our example inferences is a Goallnvocation. A
GoalInvocation represents the use of a goal. In addition to storing the goal
that it represents, a GoalInvocation also stores extra information used by
the BindingArray to distinguish between similarly named variables.
There is no single object in Dolphin which can be called "the" inference
engine. Instead each definition in the system knows how to manipulate the
BindingArray, Stack, and FactBase to prove itself and control flows
between the objects as needed. For instance, the GoalInvocation
representing a derived relation such as [x] isOk knows that to prove itself it
needs to update the BindingArray, and place its body on the stack to be
proved.
4.4.2 Gathering the needed data from the runtime system
The first step in gathering the information is choosing the information we
want to gather and how we want to represent it. The following list
summarizes the information we need to be able to make the described
presentation.
1. A support graph for each thread-of-control searched.
2. For each node in each thread-of-control, we need to know:
A. which goal or fact does it represent?
B. if the node represents a relation, what is the definition of the rela-
tion?
C. if the node represents a base relation or fact, what related facts
were available?
D. whether the node represents a choicepoint and if it does, what were
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the choices? for each choice, were any solutions found?
E. was the goal successfully supported?
F. how was each variable bound on entry to the node and at the end
of the thread?
G. in which goal was each variable was bound?
4.4.2.1 Designing a data structure to record the proof
If we had to store a separate support graph for each thread-of-control, we
would duplicate the common parts of each graph. This would be very
expensive in terms of memory. Fortunately, we do not need to store all of
these graphs at the same time. Instead, we can store one thread-of-control
graph augmented with a few extra pieces of information and compute any
needed support graph from it quickly. We call this representation a
SearchGraph.
A SearchGraph is composed primarily of SearchNodes. A SearchNode
represents a particular use of a GoalInvocation and contains both a pointer
to the GoalInvocation it represents, information about the bindings in
effect when the invocation was entered, and pointers to the SearchNodes
which precede and follow it in the thread-of-control graph. Every
GoalInvocation has been extended to know which SearchNode it supports.
We think of a GoalInvocation as containing the SearchNodes that
represent uses of it. We will represent a GoalInvocation and its
SearchNodes as shown in Figure 27. To simplify the diagram, we have left
out the pointer from each SearchNode to the GoalInvocation that contains
it. Similarly, the backpointers from each SearchNode to the SearchNode
which preceded it are left out.
It is important to understand that each SearchNode represents the use of a
GoalInvocation in a different thread-of-control. For this reason, each
SearchNode needs to store information about the bindings active when it
was entered in that thread. In our diagram, the bindings are displayed in
the middle of each SearchNode.
Figure 27 A Goalinvocation which was entered twice, and thus has two SearchNodes




x= oak x= elmI I I
to next SearchNode in thread-of-control to next SearchNode in thread-of-control
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Figure 28 shows the SearchGraph for our example proof. We can see that
by following the numbers4 along a thread-of-control (thin blue lines), we
visit each node in the thread. Further, the support edges (thick red lines)
between visited nodes form a support graph for that thread. We can also
see that the choicepoint (the OR expression, on the left) is the only
SearchNode with more than one thread-of-control leaving it. With this
representation, we can easily see the alternatives considered at the
choicepoint.






SearchNode precedes L SearchNode
4.4.2.2 Handling negation expressions
Figure 29 shows the support graph for the proof of
-[Printer x] name ['soseki'] AND [Printer y] name ['elm']. Notice that it is
natural to show the proof supporting the NOT expression underneath the
NOT's node. However, as we remember from our discussion of negation
(Section 4.2.6), negation is implemented with the negation as failure
procedure. This procedure uses an entirely separate proof to decide
whether or not the negated expression is logically supported.
4. The numbers annotating the threads-of-control in this figure are for discus-
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As described thus far, the SearchGraph representation can record only one
proof. This means that we would have to use two SearchGraphs to record
this example proof. Because we want to think of the negation as failure's
proof as part of the proof that contains it, we extend the SearchGraph to
store it. Every SearchNode which represents a - expression also stores a
pointer to the first SearchNode in its subproof.
Figure 30 shows the SearchGraph which represents this proof. We notice
that the thread-of-control does not flow into the subproof. This is correct
because the subproof is not properly part of the proof. All algorithms
which operate on the SearchGraph take these subproofs into account.
Support graph for the proof of:
-[Printer x] name ['soseki'] AND [Printer y] name ['elm'].
SearchGraph for the proof of:
-[Printer x] name ['soseki'] AND [Printer y] name ['elm'].
Key
Goallnvocatio upports , SearchNode
SearchNode precedes ,r SearchNode
SearchNode has subproof~, SearchNode
4.4.2.3 Making the representation usable
In building the inference debugger, our first implementation had each
SearchNode containing a copy of the entire BindingArray in effect on
entry (similar to Figure 28). This implementation devoured memory. This
is because every binding is duplicated in all of the SearchNodes that
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x=oak is stored 6 times and the binding p=oak 4 times. Although only 4
bindings were made, this representation stored 26 bindings.
Since every binding gets duplicated in all of the following SearchNodes,
the number of stored bindings grows exponentially with the number of
SearchNodes in the graph. In larger proofs, this redundancy becomes
crippling. For instance, a proof which checks that the Unix printing system
(lp) is properly configured has 1817 SearchNodes. In this proof, 1522
bindings are made. Including duplications, our original plan of copying
BindingArrays would have use enough storage for 1751977 bindings. The
BindingArray implementation stores two objects for each binding. With a
conservative estimate of 4 bytes per object, approximately 13 megabytes
would be required just to store these bindings!
To overcome this problem, SearchNodes do not copy the entire
BindingArray when they are created. Instead, each uses a
BindingArrayDelta to record the differences between the BindingArray in
effect when its predecessor was entered and when it was entered. Using
deltas lets us avoid duplicating bindings. However, we can recreate the
BindingArray in effect at any point in the proof by starting with an empty
BindingArray and applying the deltas along the thread-of-control up to
that point. In this same large proof, only 1522 bindings are made. In our
BindingArrayDelta implementation, each binding can be represented by 3
values (an index into the BindingArray and the two objects the
BindingArray would store). Assuming 4 bytes object again, we find that
with BindingArrayDeltas, we can record the bindings in just over 18
kilobytes!
For comparison, Figure 31 shows the number of bindings stored in a range
of proofs using each method. 5
Figure 32 shows how our example proof would be stored using
BindingArrayDeltas. We notice that this representation records far fewer
bindings than the initial representation shown in Figure 28.
5. These were the first 52 proofs that Dolphin executed to satisfy the user in-
terface as we browsed the machines and printing systems in our local environ-
ment.
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The number of bindings stored in proof using each representation
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4.4.2.4 Defining and representing "success"
As defined so far, the SearchGraph structure provides us with all of the
information we need to give the desired presentation, except that it does
not tell us the "success" of choices and goals. In this section, we define two
measures of the success of a choice and one measure of the success of a
goal. We also explain how these values are computed and stored.
4.4.2.4.1 Thread-of-control success and failure
The thread-of-control success of a node in the SearchGraph measures
whether or not that node is part of a thread which eventually succeeds in
supporting the original goal. Because our example goal (which tests
whether oak and elm are ok), is successfully supported when --elm, all of
the nodes in that thread have achieved thread-of-control success. Since
that was the only thread which supported our top-level goal, none of the
other nodes have achieved thread-of-control success.
At a given choicepoint, a "choice" designates one of the possible threads
leaving the choicepoint. We define the thread-of-control success of a
choice to be the thread-of-control success of the first node after the
choicepoint along the chosen thread. For instance, the OR expression in
our example is a choicepoint offering two choices - [x] name ['oak'] and [x]
name ['elm']. The 'oak' choice did not achieve thread-of-control success, but
the 'elm' choice did.
Since we usually display a proof's graph before the inference engine has
finished its exploration, sometimes we can not determine the thread-of-
control success of a node. For instance, in our example, before the
inference engine has finished exploring the 'elm' thread, we can not
determine the thread-of-control success of the OR, which will succeed if
and only if the 'elm' branch succeeds. For this reason, our implementation
defines the thread-of-control success of a node to be one of three values -
true, false, or unknown6. To know when we are certain that the value is
false instead of just unknown, we define thread-of-control done, to be true
for a node when all of the threads that run through it are complete. This is
true only after the inference engine backtracks over the node.
Figure 33 shows how to recursively compute thread-of-control success. It
assumes that tocSuccess is initialized to unknown in all nodes. It also
assumes that when the inference engine successfully reaches the end of a
thread-of-control, it marks the final node with a thread-of-control success
of true. This marking provides the base case for the recursion.
6. Represented by nil in the implementation.
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Figure 33 Computing thread-of-control success for SearchNode7
if (tocSuccess is not unknown)
/* we already know the answer *
else
/* do not know the answer yet, so find it *
following := a set of the tocSuccesses of following SearchNodes
/* now check results */
if (following includes true)
/* at least one thread succeeded */
tocSuccess := true.
else
/* none of the following threads have succeeded yet *
if (this node is done)
/* no following thread will ever succeed /
tocSuccess := false.
else





Thread-of-control success is useful for labelling choices in the
presentation when the modeller is seeking a thread which was successful.
Choices can be colored based on the thread-of-control success to make
them easy to distinguish. For instance, red can be used for false, green for
true, and grey for unknown.
Modellers also told us that they may be searching for threads which failed.
Since thread-of-control success marks a node as successful if any of the
following nodes are successful, unsuccessful threads get hidden by
successful ones. To help modeller's find unsuccessful threads, we define
thread-of-control failure. Thread-of-control failure parallels thread-of-
control success, except that a node is marked as a failure if any of the
threads leaving it are marked as a failure. With thread-of-control failure,
the failures hide the successes and make it easier for modellers to find
failing threads.
The definition of thread-of-control failure parallels that of thread-of-
control success, with one important difference. OR expressions are treated
as a special case. Since one or more of the branches out of an OR is
expected to fail, an OR is marked as a failure only if all threads out of it
fail.
7. Figure 33 is given only as a definition. An implementation which avoids ex-
amining the thread-of-control success of all following nodes and which avoids
creating a set is significantly more efficient.
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Thread-of-control success and thread-of-control failure are a function of a
node and the threads which flow out from it. These values can be
computed without worrying about which thread the user is looking at, so
they are computed and cached within the SearchNodes themselves.
4.4.2.4.2 Support success
A goal's support success is the measure of success we use to color a graph
in support graphs. It measures whether or not a goal has been supported
successfully. For instance, an AND expression achieves support success if
and only if all of its subexpressions achieve support success.
The formal procedures for determining the support success of each type of
node (except -) are given in Figure 34. As with thread-of-control success,
support success may take on one of three values-true, false, and
unknown. Each procedure takes as input the set subSuccesses, which
contains the support successes computed for the nodes supporting the node
in question.
Only the procedure for - expressions merits special discussion. Based on
the definition of negation as failure, a ~ expression is supported only if its
subproof fails. In other words, a - expression's support success is based on
its subproof's thread-of-control success. Figure 35 shows the procedure
for computing the support success of a negation. In that figure, subproof
represents the SearchNode at the top of the subproof and the expression
"subproof tocSuccess" represents the thread-of-control success of the
subproof.
Because support success is a function of the children of a node and a
node's children are dependent on the thread in question, it is not cached in
the SearchNodes. The inference debugger computes and caches support
success values whenever the thread being displayed changes (Section
4.5.2).
Figure 34 Support success computation procedures8
Fact (facts are always supported)
supportSuccess := true.
Base Goal (base goal is supported if something supports it)
if (subSuccesses is empty)
/* no kids yet...will there ever be? */






8. Figure 34 and Figure 35 are given only as definitions.
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/* being supported by something! /
supportSuccess := true.
end
AND (supported if and only if all subSuccesses are known and true)
if (subSuccesses includes false)
supportSuccess := false.
elseif (subSuccesses includes unknown)
supportSuccess := unknown.
else
/* all subSuccesses are true *
if (size of subSuccesses == number of terms in this AND)
/* subSuccesses of all subexpressions are known /
supportSuccess := true.
elseif (this node is done)
/* won't ever solve subexpressions *
supportSuccess := false.
else




OR (supported if at least one of subSuccesses is true)
if (subSuccesses includes true)
supportSuccess := true.
else
/* no success yet.. will there ever be? /






Derived Goal (supported if has child and child is supported)
if (subSuccesses is empty)
supportSuccess := unknown.
else
supportSuccess := subSuccesses' only element.
end
Figure 35 Support success procedure for - (negation as failure) expressions9
- (supported if and only if subproof is not successful)
if (this node has no subproof yet)
supportSuccess := unknown.
9. See Footnote 8.
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elseif (the subproof's thread-of-control success is unknown)
supportSuccess := unknown.
else
supportSuccess:= logical NOT of subproof's tocSuccess.
end
4.4.3 Building the SearchGraph
In previous sections, we discussed the information we collect and the data
structure we use to record the information. In this section, we look at how
we actually gather the information from the system at run-time.
Since our requirements state that we can not build a completely separate
"debugging" inference engine, we have to choose somewhere to store the
record of the proof. Unfortunately, no single object represents the proof
throughout the inferencing. To simplify the inference engine's
implementation, new BindingArrays and Stacks are sometimes substituted
for parts of the proof. For instance, the subproof used to implement
negation as failure uses its own Stack so that it can easily decide whether
or not it has succeeded. To represent a proof, we added a new type of
object to the system. A ProofState gets passed throughout the execution of
the proof. The SearchGraph and other useful information about a proof are
stored in its ProofState.
The most important instance variable in a ProofState is the searchRoot.
The searchRoot records the proof's initial GoalInvocation and serves as
the root of the SearchGraph. The ProofState is responsible for maintaining
the SearchGraph. To allow the ProofState to do its job, the inference
engine notifies it of interesting events.
The two most interesting types of events which the inference engine tells
the ProofState about are the creation and use of a GoalInvocation. A
GoalInvocation is created whenever a rule or expression places a goal on
the Stack to be proved. At this point enough information is known to allow
the ProofState to create the support edgelo between the new invocation
and the SearchNode it will support. Whenever a GoalInvocation is
removed from the Stack so that the system can attempt to prove it, the
ProofState creates a SearchNode to represent the attempt. The ProofState
sets up the thread-of-control pointers11 and back-pointers at this point. The
ProofState also creates and stores the appropriate BindingArrayDelta in
the SearchNode.
Unfortunately, this record-keeping comes at a cost in both machine cycles
and memory which is unacceptable when the debuggers are not being
used. For instance, the SearchGraph is only needed to display the proof to
a modeller; it is not necessary for the proper working of the inference
engine. Storing the SearchGraph when we are not debugging wastes
10. The red edges in the diagrams.
11. The blue edges in the diagrams.
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resources. One of our general requirements states that we should not waste
resources while not debugging.
To meet this requirement, we provide two implementations with the same
interface-ProofState and SmartProofState. Only SmartProofStates
actually record the proof. ProofStates simply meet the required interface;
most methods on ProofStates do absolutely nothing. Which
implementation of the ProofState interface is used is determined by the
tool policy (see Chapter 7). Similarly, there are two implementations that
meet the GoalInvocation interface-Goallnvocations and, its "smart"
subclass, SmartGoalInvocations. Only the "smart" implementation records
the debugging information. The "plain" version simply meets the required
interface, storing only what is needed by the inference engine. To ensure
that SmartGoalInvocation are created when debugging and normal
GoalInvocations when we are not, GoalInvocations are always created by
asking the ProofState for them. Normal ProofStates quickly create and
return GoalInvocations, but SmartProofStates create
SmartGoalInvocations and link them into the SearchGraph before
returning them. In the rest of this thesis, we will refer to ProofStates and
GoalInvocations even though we will usually mean their "smart"
implementations.
4.4.4 Providing flow control
If all we wanted to do was to be able to record proofs as they happened and
then allow the modeller to view them, the ProofStates described would
probably contain enough information. However, we are required to
provide flow control, allowing the modeller start and stop the proof,
viewing it each time it stops. The simplest addition to support this is to
have the proof state remember the current SearchNode, if there is one, so
that it can be displayed differently. More interesting is the way in which
ProofStates provide flow control.
4.4.4.1 The pausing mechanism
Figure 36 shows the inference engine's implementation making calls on
the ProofState at interesting times so that the ProofState can record what is
going on if it wants to. We extend this idea by allowing the ProofState to
pause indefinitely during the execution of those methods if the user wants
to see the proof. This does not affect the result of the computation, only the
speed at which it executes.
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Figure 36 The inference engine making calls on its ProofState
Smalltalk allows many processes to run within the same image. One
process is responsible for the user interface, translating the user's button
presses into method calls. Other processes are responsible for other tasks.
The inference engine is executed in its own process. Figure 37, which
illustrates how a ProofState pauses the inferencing process, depicts the
inference engine's process on the left-hand side and the user interface's on
the right-hand side.
When the inference engine notifies the ProofState of an interesting event,
the ProofState can decide that the user wants to pause after that event. If it
decides to pause, it uses Smalltalk's dependency mechanism to notify any
interested object. The debugger's user interface is one of the ProofState's
dependents, so it receives this notification; in response to the notification,
it updates its display to show the current state of the proof and enables the
user's controls.
Having notified all interested objects, the ProofState then sends the
message wait to its semaphore 12 , effectively putting the inference engine's
process to sleep. When the user interface notices that the user presses a
flow control button on the debugger's view, it tells the debugger's view.
The view can then tell the ProofState to begin inferencing again. In
response to this command, the ProofState sends the signal message to the
semaphore, reawakening the inference engine's process.
12. If you do not know what a semaphore is, you can think of a semaphore as
an object which puts to sleep any process which sends it the message wait. The
sleeping process will only be awakened when another process sends a corre-
sponding signal message.
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4.4.4.2 The decision to pause
In the previous section, we discussed how the ProofState causes the
inference engine to pause once it has decided to. In this section, we take a
look at how the ProofState decides whether or not to pause. Although a
ProofState can pause the inference engine any time that one of its methods
is called, the current ProofState implementation only considers pausing on
notification of three events-reaching the end of a thread-of-control,
reaching the end of a proof, and, the most common, using a
GoalInvocation.
When the end of a thread-of-control or proof is reached, the ProofState
asks the tool policy (Chapter 7) whether or not it should stop. This
question is answered based on the user's preferences. If the tool policy
says the proof should pause, the ProofState pauses it.
When a ProofState is notified that a GoalInvocation is being entered, it
asks the tool policy if there is a breakpoint on that relation (Chapter 7). If
there is, it will pause. Otherwise, the decision whether or not to pause is
based on the user's latest flow control command.
We can think of the user's flow control commands as specifying the next
time the ProofState should pause. With this interpretation, the user's
commands can essentially ask for four kinds of flow-single-step, skip,
continue, and abort. The ProofState's desiredFlow variable is used to
record which of these kinds of flow was requested. In the case of skip
commands, it also specifies information about when to pause again.
Two commands put the ProofState into single-stepping mode-step into
and fail. Additionally, whenever a breakpoint is hit, the ProofState is put
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to #singleStep 13. The ProofState pauses on every GoalInvocation entry
when it is in single-step mode.
Step over kids and step over thread-of-control put the ProofState in
skipping mode. This mode is designated by desiredFlow being set to
#stepOverKids and #stepOverToc, respectively. In skipping mode, the
ProofState only stops for breakpoints. The ProofState automatically
switches from skipping mode to single-stepping mode when the
appropriate condition is met.
For step over thread-of-control, desiredFlow is set to a pair containing
#stepOverToc and the SearchNode whose threads are to be stepped over.
When the inference engine backtracks over that SearchNode, the
ProofState switches back to single-step mode, so that the next time it
enters a GoalInvocation, it will pause. Figure 38 uses a thread-of-control
graph to show what happens when the user steps over a thread-of-control.
Notice that the proof is not paused again until all of the threads which pass
through the original goal are finished.







For step over kids, desired flow is set to a pair containing #stepOverKids
and the first search GoalInvocation to be paused on. Notice that we can not
just remember the node whose kids are to skipped, because the inference
engine will not return to that node until the rest of the thread-of-control has
been completed, including the nodes whose proofs we want to see. We find
the next GoalInvocation which will be entered after the current node's
children have been handled on the top of the Stack. Figure 39 illustrates
stepping over the kids of an AND expression. Notice that the proof pauses
again when it reaches the remembered node. Also notice that if the proof
of the goal being stepped over fails, it may be a long time before we reach
the remembered node (if we ever do), so we should probably switch out of
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skipping mode if we backtrack over the skipped node so the user does not
miss the rest of the proof.
Figure 39 Illustration of step over kids (on a support graph)
The continue command puts the ProofState into continue mode by setting
desiredFlow to #continue. When it is in continue mode, the ProofState
only pauses for breakpoints. One easy extension would be to make a
"really continue" command which tells the ProofState to not even stop for
breakpoints.
The abort command tells the ProofState that instead of returning from the
method in which the inference engine is waiting, it should throw a
ProofAbort signal in the inference engine's process, forcing the proof to
abort.
4.5 Inference debugger presentation
Thus far, we have only discussed the essence of the inference debugger,
the conceptual model of inferencing it supports, how ProofStates collect
information from the inference engine and how they provide flow control.
We have not yet discussed the inference debugger's presentation. In this
section, we will discuss the important characteristics of the presentation
developed.
Each inference debugger's presentation is actually represented by two
parts - an InferenceDebugger and an InferenceDebuggerView. Each
InferenceDebugger may contain several ProofStates and maintains
information crucial to the presentation of each. Each
InferenceDebuggerView, on the other hand, is responsible for the
graphical user interface and only displays information about one proof at a
time. This discussion concentrates on the key features of the
InferenceDebuggers.
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In addition to storing a list of ProofStates, an InferenceDebugger has three
other responsibilities. First, for each ProofState, it records which thread-
of-control the user has selected. Second, for each ProofState, it computes
and caches information to support the display of the chosen thread. Third,
it stores the user's preferences for displaying each proof.
As the following discussions focus on the information stored for one
proof, we will not continually write "for each proof."
4.5.1 Recording the selected thread-of-control
To remember which thread-of-control the user has selected, the
InferenceDebugger stores a dictionary mapping from GoalInvocations to
the chosen thread-of-control successor. For instance, Figure 40 shows a
dictionary holding the selections necessary to specify the 'oak' branch of
our example.
To conserve memory, the actual implementation treats the latest choice at
each choicepoint as the default and does not store it. Figure 41 shows the
minimal information required to store the same thread when taking
advantage of this default. Selecting the latest thread, (the 'elm' thread in
our example), does not require any storage space.
InferenceDebuggers provide several methods which iterate over the





GoalInvocation Selected Next SearchNode
AND OR
OR [Printer x] name ['oak']
[Printer x] name ['oak'] [oak] name ['oak']
[oak] name ['oak'] [x] isOk
[x] isOk AND
AND [x] onLine
[x] onLine [oak] online
[oak] onLine [x] paperOk
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Figure 41 Implicit Choicepoint Dictionary
GoalInvocation Selected Next SearchNode
OR [Printer x] name ['oak']
4.5.2 Computing and caching information
The InferenceDebugger computes and caches several pieces of
information for each proof. This information is a function of the selected
thread, so the caches are cleared whenever the selection changes.
The InferenceDebugger stores a dictionary mapping each SearchNode to
its "kids"-the SearchNodes which support it. This "kidsDictionary" is
used to create the graph that the InferenceDebuggerView displays to the
user. This dictionary is built by traversing the selected thread-of-control
starting from the searchRoot, adding each visited node to the set of kids of
the node is says it supports. During the traversal, the computation
recursively calls itself on the subproofs used for negation expressions,
making the subproof appear to be the child of the negation.
The "kidsDictionary" is also used to compute the support success of each
node (Section 4.4.2.4). The "subSuccesses" mentioned in the support
success algorithms are the support successes of the SearchNode's "kids".
The computed values are cached in the "supportSuccessDictionary".
Lastly, the InferenceDebugger calculates and caches the BindingArray in
effect at the end of each chosen thread-of-control. This is used to compute
the latest value for variables if the user has requested that variables be
shown with their latest bindings. The algorithm for computing these
binding arrays is discussed in Section 4.4.2.3. Although we only display
one main thread-of-control at a time, the threads used for negation as
failure are also displayed. Since every thread has its own bindings, we
have to store one BindingArray for each thread. To cache them, they are
stored in a dictionary with the last SearchNode in the thread as their key.
Using that node as a key makes it easy to find the latest BindingArray in a
thread starting with any node in it.
4.5.3 Storing information about viewing preferences
The InferenceDebugger stores how the modeller prefers to see each proof.
Most importantly, the InferenceDebugger remembers which nodes have
been contracted. If a node is contracted, its children will not be displayed.
Contraction is used to simplify the view of the proof. Various algorithms
are available to the modeller to help them contract parts of the graph. For
instance, the "contract to failure" algorithm contracts any successfully
supported node. Likewise, the "contract to current" algorithm contracts
any node which is not between the current node and the root node.
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The InferenceDebugger also stores the values of various switches. One
switch determines whether variables are shown with the values they had
on entry to the node or with the latest available values. Another switch
allows the modeller to specify whether or not nodes representing facts
should be shown.
4.5.4 Presentation
In this section, we briefly introduce the actual presentation to demonstrate
how the collected information and measurements are used.
Figure 42 shows a snapshot of the inference debugger's presentation. On
the left hand side, all of the proofs which have been captured by this
particular debugger are listed. They are colored to indicate their success-
the thread-of-control success of their initial goal. Proofs which have not
been completed are colored grey and the selected proof is colored dark
grey. The rest of the display shows information about the selected proof.
Along the top, status information about the selected proof is shown and
switches for selecting how it is displayed are provided. The proof's status
is shown where the string "done -- successful" can be seen. Here, the
debugger shows the proof's flow-whether the proof is single stepping,
stepping over kids or thread-of-control, or continuing. If the proof is
finished, its success value is shown-successful, unsuccessful, or aborted.
The switches in the upper right hand corner allow the modeller to choose
how the proof should be displayed. Should the node be printed normally or
as explanation strings? Should nodes representing the used queries be
shown? What about facts? Should icons be put on the nodes to signify their
types? Should entry bindings be used for variables or the latest ones?
The center of the tool displays a support graph showing the currently
selected thread-of-control. We have already discussed that each node
represents a goal or fact used in the proof. The label, border, and color of
each node presents information about it.
Each node in the proof graph is labelled with either the Dolphin
representation of the goal or fact, or its explanation string, depending on
the preference switches. Each relation argument is represented by its value
or, if the value is unknown, by the variable's name in red; to distinguish
between similarly named variables, each variable is followed by an
identifying number. For instance, in Figure 42, the variable p is shown
with its identifying number, 1.
Each node in the proof graph is colored to present its support success in the
chosen thread. Nodes are colored green for success, red for failure, and
grey for unknown.
The border of each node in the graph tells the modeller whether the node is
a choicepoint, whether the node is contracted, and whether the node is
zoomed in on. If the node is a choicepoint, the top edge of its border is
thick and is colored either light blue or purple (see below). If the node is
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contracted, the left, bottom, and right edges are thickened. If the node is
zoomed, all edges but the top are displayed in white.
Each node offers a middle-button menu to the modeller. The menu
generated for the OR node in our example proof is shown in Figure 43.
One choice on the menu allows the modeller to zoom in on that node. If
the node has children, another allows the modeller to contract or
uncontract it, as appropriate. If the node is a choicepoint, it offers a
submenu which lets the modeller choose which choice she would like to
examine. Selecting a choice alters the chosen thread-of-control. Each
choice is colored based on its thread-of-control success or failure-green
for success, red for failure, and grey for unknown. By holding the shift
button when requesting the menu, the modeller can have the choices
colored by their thread-of-control failure, instead.
As mentioned earlier, the top edge of a node is thick if the node is a
choicepoint. If this edge is colored light blue, the latest choice is selected.
If a choice other than the latest has been selected, the edge is colored
purple. When the modeller has selected a choice other than the latest at
one or more nodes, we say that the display is showing the past. When this
happens, a button labelled "Return To Current" appears (Figure 44). This
button will cause all choicepoints to be set the latest choice.
The modeller's flow controls are located below the proof graph. They are
enabled only when appropriate. For instance, when the modeller is looking
at a thread other than the latest, they are disabled. Similarly, when the
proof is completed, no controls will be available.
When a node is zoomed in on, the panels below the flow controls show
more detailed information about it. The panel on the left shows the
definition of the represented goal. The one on the right shows facts related
to the chosen node. In Figure 42, we can see that the selected node is [elm]
isOk and its definition is shown. No related facts are shown because isOk
is a derived relation and the system only stores basic facts.
The modeller can specify in their preferences that she should be notified at
the end of a thread or at the end of the proof. If she has requested such
notification and the event occurs, a box appears at the top of the debugger
specifying which event has occurred. Only the "acknowledge" button will
be enabled. The proof will continue after the modeller acknowledges the
event.
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A snapshot of the inference debugger
A snapshot showing an example choicepoint menu
done -- successful Return to Current
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A snapshot of the debugger showing a previous thread-of-control
4.6 The explanation facility
After we had developed a useful, interactive, graphical representation of a
proof, it was suggested that it be used to prototype a facility to explain
information displayed to Dolphin's end-users. When Dolphin states that a
printer is not ok, the system administrator should be able to find out why it
is not ok. Figure 45 shows an example end-user explanation of why oak is
not ok.
To generate this explanation, the proof is run with a SmartProofState to
record the proof. The labels for each node are generated using strings
provided by the modeller. Before displaying the explanation, successful
nodes are contracted so that the system administrator can concentrate on
the failures in the proof.
Because the explanation is displayed with a stripped down
InferenceDebuggerView, the system administrator can interactively
explore the various threads of the proof.
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4.7 Weaknesses and future work
We divide the future work on the inference debugger into the five
categories discussed below-representation, presentation, interactivity,
explanation facility, and error detection and correction.
4.7.1 Representation
The first major weakness is that the facts and definitions displayed when a
node is zoomed in on are the current definition and facts, not necessarily
the ones available when the proof was run. To see how this could be a
problem, imagine that we capture our example proof in a debugger, and
find an error with the definition of isOk. After we correct the definition, the
debugger will show the new definition. This mismatch between the
definition shown and the definition actually used is wrong. We have not
corrected it because it has not been a real problem; modellers tend to
dispose of proof debuggers when they change the definitions. It will
become a serious problem when the modeller can interactively change the
definition from within the inference debugger (see below).
The most serious problem with the implementation we have described is
its memory usage. Despite the tricks used to reduce memory usage, the
records of large proofs still consume a lot of memory. As the complexity of
models increases, this consumption may become prohibitive.
One way to attack this problem would be to store only pointers to the facts
and definitions used in the course of a proof. With this information, it
would be possible to rerun the inference engine to gather details about any
thread-of-control the modeller is interested in. This technique will allow
the debugger to explicitly store only the one thread the modeller is
interested in. Thread-of-control success and failure use information about
more than one thread at a time, so special care will have to be taken with
this information.
4.7.2 Presentation
Because other people are working on novel graphical representations of
Dolphin ideas, we have not concentrated on the presentations we created.
This section describes the kinds of improvements that would have to be
made to the inference debugger's presentation to make it more robust and
user-friendly.
Throughout the debugging system, colors are used to convey information.
However, these colors have not been carefully chosen to ensure that the
same color always means exactly the same thing. Additionally, the colors
often combine to make it difficult to really distinguish between them.
These issues would have to be tackled in a production version of the
system.
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The detailed information about the node zoomed in on should be presented
more cleanly. For instance, rather than displaying the terms of an AND
expression as generated from their compiled form, the expression should
be highlighted in the text of the model that the user enteredl4
As mentioned earlier, the support graph presentation developed here does
not provide the user with the "big picture" of the whole proof. The method
of selecting a thread by selecting which choices to examine at choicepoints
one at a time does not allow a modeller to easily select a single thread
which is much different from the one they are already examining. There
are many ways to overcome these problems and they can all be
implemented using our SearchGraph representation.
Here are a few of the possible extensions:
1. Use a thread-of-control graph for its own sake or to select which thread
to see as a support graph.
2. A selection list with all of the considered instantiations of the goal
could be provided. For instance, selecting the top expression in our
example goal could provide the user with a list allowing him to choose
the thread for oak or the one for elm.
3. Selecting a variable in a node, the modeller should be able to zoom in
on other nodes which use it, including the one which bound it.
4. It may also be useful to see the support graph for more than one thread
simultaneously. This may be useful if the modeller wants to compare
why one thread succeeded and the other failed.
5. Other types of contraction may be used to allow the modeller to con-
tract the middle of a proof so that both the top and bottom are simulta-
neously visible.
The major weakness of the presentation's implementation is the
GraphView being used. We are using the public domain GraphView
available from the archives at Manchester University. Although it is an
elegant design and has been very useful, it is not efficient for large graphs.
The GraphView always creates and places views for all nodes in a graph
even if they are not visible. This takes a lot of time and memory. To allow
modellers to explore large proofs without contracting them, the
GraphView will need to be replaced by a more efficient implementation.
4.7.3 Interactivity
There is currently no way to modify a definition from an
InferenceDebuggerView; the display of rule definitions is passive. Making
it be an actual view onto the definition would allow modellers to fix
problems immediately when they notice them. Once this capability has
been added, we will need to be able to unwind proofs back to the first use
14. Similarly, when a graphical representation is provided, the node should be
displayed from that representation.
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of the changed rule so that we do not have a proof in which the same rule
has two different definitions.
Similarly, if the debugger comes upon an attribute with no definition, the
modeller should be able to enter it.
4.7.4 Explanation facility
Work done to improve the display and navigation of the
InferenceDebuggerView will also improve the explanation facility.
The decision about which part of the proof to show the user can be
improved. Currently the latest thread is shown. While this is often the
correct one, it is not always. The results of the diagnosis algorithms used
by the fixer should be used to choose which parts of the proof to display.
4.7.5 Error detection and correction
Much work can be done to use the collected information and Shapiro's
algorithms to provide error detection and automated correction.
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Chapter 5 Query/Event Debugger
This chapter concentrates on the query and event debuggers and is
organized to follow our idealized debugger development cycle. We begin
by identifying what query and events are and how Dolphin uses them.
Then we design the debugger we want to create, including both the
information and flow control it should provide to the user. We then discuss
the techniques used to gather the data and provide the flow control. We
look briefly at the presentation's implementation before concluding with
the tool's weaknesses and opportunities for future work.
5.1 What are querying and event handling?
Querying and event handling are the closely related mechanisms that
Dolphin uses for learning facts about the world. Both are used to translate
information from the real world into Dolphin facts. In this section, we
explain more about them and how they differ from one another.
As we learned in Chapters 3 and 4, the inference engine uses facts to
support base goals. Rather than forcing Dolphin to consult the real world
constantly, the fact base acts as a cache. When the inference engine wants
information that is not stored in the fact base, the query system is invoked
to try to discover the missing information. Executing a query involves
three major tasks-requesting the information, parsing the response to
generate facts, and assimilating the facts into the fact base.
The real world may change after a query has been executed. If the fact
base remembered learned facts forever, Dolphin would never notice
changes in the world. As a result, modellers can specify how long the facts
returned from the query are valid. For instance, information about which
users exist changes slowly, so it may be believed for relatively long time-
perhaps several hours. 1 On the other hand, a machine's active processes
change extremely rapidly, so a query describing them should probably
timeout after a few seconds. After this period, facts are removed from the
fact base, forcing it to be updated from the real world the next time the
information is required.
Queries, with their expiration behavior, provide Dolphin with a polling
approach to information collection. At regular intervals, Dolphin polls the
world to collect fresh information about the state of things it is interested
in. To ensure that Dolphin notices changes quickly enough, the query must
timeout fairly quickly. As a result, the world has often not changed during
the period. For instance, to ensure that its belief about a printer's state is
kept reasonably synchronized with reality, Dolphin must poll the printer
every minute or two. In effect, the polling approach makes Dolphin waste
both its computational resources and network bandwidth to ensure that it
notices changes in the world.
Imagine instead that the world notified Dolphin when it changed, allowing
Dolphin to invalidate only information which has really changed. For
1. If we are guaranteed that changes to the world's state will only be made
through Dolphin, we can make the period much longer.
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instance, instead of polling the printer frequently, Dolphin could ask the
printer if it is on-line once and believe the answer until notified that its
status changed.2
Dolphin's event system enables Dolphin to take advantage of such
notifications. It uses event descriptions which explain how to generate
facts from notifications. The event system has three main tasks,
subscribing for notifications, receiving notifications, and selecting an
event description to interpret the notice. Executing a selected event
description involves both parsing the notice to generate facts and
assimilating those facts into the fact base.
Queries and events are essentially the same. Both involve parsing
information to generate facts and assimilating those facts into the fact
base. They differ only in the way they are triggered. Queries are triggered
by an immediate need of the inference engine to gather information.
Events are triggered when a previously requested notification arrives.
Because the query and event systems are so similar, this chapter
concentrates on only one-the query system. The choice of the query
system is justified because the interesting parts of event handling-
subscription and selection-have not yet been fully developed in the
current prototype3
5.2 How Dolphin's query system works
In this section, we explore how the query system uses models to gather
facts about the world. In particular, we explore an example query which
returns information about a single Unix user from the password file. We
begin with some terminology and introduce the model we will be using
before diving into the example.
5.2.1 Terminology
Here, we introduce the ideas of context and completeness.
5.2.1.1 Context
Unix users exist within the context of a machine. That is, their identifying
name is unique on that machine and information about them is gathered
from that machine. For instance, the user 'aybee' in the context of
'netman' is a different user than the user 'aybee' in the context of the
machine named 'sysman'. Requests for information about those users
must be directed to the appropriate machine.
2. In practice, a modeller may still want the query to timeout eventually. This
would protect against cases when the printer is simply unable to notify Dolphin
of changes in its state, such as it being unplugged.
3. Since these mechanisms have not been implemented, there are also no de-
buggers (or bugs) for them!
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The Dolphin language supports this idea of context in two ways. First,
when an object description is given, it can specify what type of object
contains it. Second, context is represented syntactically by preceding an
object with its context and a colon. The following example shows how
one variable in a goal can be specified to be in the context of another
variable. In particular, the variable machine is specified to be the context
of the variable user.
[UnixUser machine: user] name ['hrm']
5.2.1.2 Completeness
Very often a query can gather complete information. That is, the query can
find out all the facts there are about a particular relation. For instance, by
parsing the password file on a Unix machine, a query can discover the user
name of every user on the machine. After having done this, Dolphin will
have complete information for the name relation of users of that machine.
To tell Dolphin that it has complete information about a relation,
modellers can use a completeness fact. Completeness facts are very
similar to normal facts, but some of their arguments can be variables. A
completeness fact tells Dolphin that it has complete information about any
goal that matches it. For instance, to express the idea that a query returned
complete information about the names of users on the machine named
'netman', the following completeness fact could be used:
[UnixUser netman : J name [_]
Since any goal talking about the names of users on netman would match
this completeness fact, Dolphin could know that it had all of the related
information.
5.2.2 A small, example model for users
Just as Dolphin needed a model so that it could reason about printers, it
needs a model to reason about users. In this section, we introduce the basic
relations and queries we will be discussing. Since we are not
concentrating on the inference engine or the fixer, we will not consider
any derived relations or action descriptions.
Figure 46 shows the basic UnixUser relations we will be using. To keep
things simple, we will only consider three of a user's attributes-its name,
its user id, and the password of the person it represents. In our model,
UnixUsers exist in the context of a UnixMachine, so each time a user is
mentioned, we have specified a context for it.
Figure 46 Some basic UnixUser relations
[UnixUser machine: usedr name [String name].
[UnixUser machine: user] userlD [Integer idJ.
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[UnixUser machine: user] encryptedPassword [String pwol.
Figure 47 shows the basic UnixMachine relations we will use-its name
and its users.
Figure 47 Some basic relations on a UnixMachine
[UnixMachine machine] name [String name]
[UnixMachine machine] users [UnixUser user]
[UnixMachine machine] opSys [OperatingSystem os]
Figure 48 shows the only OperatingSystem relation we will use-its major
release.
Figure 48 Some basic relations on an OperatingSystem
[OperatingSystem machine: os] majorRelease [Integer release]
The query definition in Figure 49 works by finding and parsing the line in
a simplified password file which describes the user in question4 . Because
this will not work unless there is a user with that name, the query's
preconditions state that there must be such a user. This particular query
uses a Unix command to request the information. The command will be
run on the machine designated by the target variable, machine. The
command itself is parameterized by the variable userName. When the
result is returned, the extended BNF grammar5 described by the
productions RETURN and infoLine will be used to parse the result and
generate facts and completeness facts.




PRE := [UnixUser machine: user] name [userName].
COMMAND := 'egrep ^' userName': /etc/passwd'.
4. We have simplified the format for example purposes only. We do not intend
to introduce all of Dolphin's parsing capabilities. Similar to the standard Unix
format, our format uses one line per user and terminates fields with a colon.
However, our format only contains three fields-the username, id, and en-
crypted password.
5. To find out more about BNF grammars see a compiler book such as [1]. To
find out more about the syntax and capabilities of the Dolphin query grammar
see [8].
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VALID := 1 hour.
RETURN ::= infoLine
COMPLETENESS( [machine:user] name [_] AND
[machine:user] userlD [_] AND
[machine:used] encryptedPassword [_]).
infoLine ::= alphaNum<userName> ':' integer<id> ':' stringSans[':']<pwd> ':'
FACTS( [machine: used] name [userName] AND
[machine:user] userlD [pwdj AND
[machine:user] encryptedPassword [pwdol ).
The query definition shown in Figure 50 retrieves the same information
using a hypothetical program called admin. Because this program is
available only in release 10 of the operating system, the precondition
checks this number.




TARGET := [UnixMachine machine].
PRE := [machine] opSys [os] AND
[os] majorRelease [10] AND
[UnixUser machine: user] name [userName].
COMMAND := 'admin -userlnfo' userName.
VALID := 1 hour.
RETURN ::= infoLine
COMPLETENESS( [machine:user] name [_] AND
[machine:user] userlD [_] AND
[machine:usedr encryptedPassword [] ).
infoLine ::= alphaNum<userName> EOL integer<id> EOL
stringSans[':']<pwd> EOL
FACTS( [machine:usedr name [userName] AND
[machine:user] userlD [pwd] AND
[machine:user] encryptedPassword [pwd]).
5.2.3 An example: Finding facts about the user named 'hrm'
Let us suppose that during a proof the inference engine asks the fact base
for facts which support the following goal:
[UnixUser netman: user] name ['hrm']
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Let us further suppose that the fact base does not have complete
information about that goal, so it invokes the query system to try to
discover more information. We call the goal that caused the query system
to be invoked the triggering goal and it is used to direct the search for
information.
The query system's first task is to select which query or queries to execute.
To do this, it first collects the query definitions which may be useful for
collecting the desired information. A query is considered good for a
relation if its grammar mentions generating facts for that relation. For
instance, both the userlnfo and adminUserlnfo queries are good for
UnixUser's name, userlD, and encryptedPassword relations. Because the
triggering goal in our example uses the UnixUser name relation, both
query definitions will be considered.
The query system considers potentially useful query definitions one at a
time. Although they are considered sequentially, the order of their
consideration is undefined and can change between invocations of the
query system. For this example, we will assume that adminUserlnfo is
considered first.
To decide if a query definition is suitable for use, the query system tries to
instantiate a query from the definition. The first step in this is unifying the
triggering goal against the fact generator in the grammar. As we learned in
Chapter 4, unification is a matching process which tells us how to bind
variables to ensure that two logical expressions match. For
adminUserInfo, this means matching the triggering goal
[UnixUser netman: user] name ['hrm']
with the fact generator
[machine: user] name [name].
causing machine to be bound to netman.
The next step is to ensure that adminUserlnfo's precondition is met. These
preconditions require that the target machine be running version 10 of the
operating system. Unfortunately, netman is running version 9 so the
preconditions fail, preventing us from using this query.
Since Dolphin could not use adminUserlnfo, it still does not have complete
information about the triggering goal, so the query system considers using
the userlnfo description next. Once again, the triggering goal is matched
with the fact generator in userlnfo and the same binding is made. Once
again, the preconditions are tested. This time, however, the preconditions
succeed. During their proof, userName is bound to 'hrm'. Next, the query
system checks that all of the parameters and the target variable have been
bound. Since they are, the system knows that it will need to execute the
command on netman and that userName represents the string 'hrm'.
When this information is known, a query can be created from the
definition.
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To avoid unnecessary work, the query system remembers the unexpired
queries it has executed. Since userInfo has not yet been run on netman for
the userName 'hrm', the system begins executing it. As mentioned earlier,
execution consists of three phases-requesting, parsing, and assimilating.
Let us step through these phases for our userlnfo query.
Requesting is fairly simple. First the command is formed by replacing
variables in the COMMAND directive with their values. For our example,
this means replacing userName with 'hrm', resulting in the command
'egrep Ahrm: /etc/passwd'. This command requests the line beginning
with 'hrm:' from the password file-the line describing user 'hrm'.
The line returned will contain hrm's username, user id, and encrypted
password and will look something like
hrm:905:qRaZsoWNBWVsE:
To generate facts from this information, the query system uses the
grammar provided in the query description, starting with the RETURN
production. This production states that the first thing to do is to use the
infoLine production. This production says that the input should be broken
into three tokens, each terminated by a colon. It also states that they
should be referred to by the variables name, id, and pwd. In our example,




The infoLine production then states that facts should be generated using
these variable bindings. Substituting variables with the values to which




After the infoLine production line has been completely executed, the query
system resumes the RETURN production. Its last direction is that some
completeness facts should be generated. Once again substituting variables




We note that the first of these completeness facts matches with our
triggering goal, which tells Dolphin that it has all the facts relating to the
names of users named 'hrm' on netman.
Having completely parsed the response and generated some facts, only
one step remains: assimilating the new facts into the fact base. The exact
mechanisms of this process are beyond the scope of this thesis. From the
modeller's point of view, the newly generated facts and completeness
facts are added to the fact base. During assimilation, some of the new facts
may replace old facts.
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Even if there were more possible queries to consider, the query system
would stop at this point because the fact base contains a completeness fact
which matches the triggering goal.
The fact base can now return a fact describing hrm's name to the inference
engine which can continue the proof.
5.3 Designing the debugger
As with the proof debugger, the query debugger's implementation is
divided into a presentation and an essence. This section describes the
features of a presentation. This presentation was chosen to be useful to
modellers. We used it to decide what features the essence must be able to
support. The discussion of the presentation's features is divided into its
display and flow control features.
5.3.1 Presentation features
While debugging, a modeller may ask many questions about the query
system:
1. Why was the query system invoked?
2. Which query definitions did it consider?
3. Was a query definition successfully turned into a query? If not, why
not?
4. Was an instantiated query executed?
5. What were the parameters and target bound to for a query?
6. What command was generated for the request?
7. What was the response to the request?
8. How was the response parsed?
9. What facts were generated?
10. What facts were overwritten or changed during assimilation?
Our presentation essentially presents this information directly. Unlike with
the proof debugger, this information is fairly straight-forward. We display
the triggering goal at the top and the considered queries in a select list. The
rest of the presentation is a form to display the information about the
potential query. When the user selects one of the potential queries, the rest
of the display reflects information about it.
In one section, the query definition's header is shown. This reminds the
modeller of the parts of the description being used in the selection
process-the query's parameters, target variable, and preconditions.
Nearby, modellers are shown which state of consideration the potential
query is in-none yet, checking preconditions, checking cache, executing,
or done.
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In another section, either details about the created query or an explanation
of why there is no query is shown. The displayed details include the
values of the parameters and target and the generated command. Possible
reasons for not having generated a query include being unconsidered,
failing to match a fact generator, failing the preconditions, or failing to
bind a parameter or the target. Nearby, modellers are shown which part of
execution the query is in-none yet, requesting, parsing, assimilating, or
done.
An inference debugger view is embedded in another section of the display.
If the selected query has preconditions, their proof is displayed in this
debugger. Rather than having a select list to allow the user to select which
proof to see, the current proof is always the one associated with the
selected potential query. This is a full-fledged inference debugger,
enabling the user to step through the proof and explore all of its threads.
Another section displays the response to the query, the query's grammar,
and the generated facts. During parsing, a stack can be displayed to show
the productions in use. Selecting a production from this list causes the
appropriate part of the grammar and the matching parts of the response to
be highlighted. This part of the display offers many opportunities for
improvement (see Section 5.6.1).
The last segment of the display provides information about the
assimilation process. It is divided into two parts. The first part shows a
selection list of the newly generated facts and completeness facts. The
second section displays facts and completeness facts in the fact base
which match the selected new fact. In both sections, facts are colored to
show whether they are normal facts or completeness facts and whether
there are similar facts in the fact base. A common error for a modeller to
make is to forget to specify the binding for a variable. Since unbound
variables are not allowed in facts, they are displayed differently to make
them easy for the modeller to spot. Additional information specified in the
models and used by the assimilator is also shown with each displayed
fact.6
5.3.2 Flow control features
As with the inference debugger, the query debugger offers controls which
allow the modeller to step into, step over, or fail parts of the query
system's work. Additionally, a modeller can choose to either continue or
abort the entire computation.
Proofs define straight forward measures of depth for the purpose of
stepping into parts of the computation-the depths of the support and
6. This is the plurality of the relation. Example pluralities include one-to-one,
one-to-many, many-to-many, and their generalizations to relations with more
than two arguments. The assimilator uses this information to decide whether a
new fact should be added or should overwrite a previously learned fact.
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thread-of-control trees. For the query system, depths are defined in terms
of kind of work being done. Figure 51 shows these levels.
For each query definition, the modeller can step into its consideration,
which consists of three parts at the same level-checking preconditions,
checking the cache, and executing. If the user chooses to step into
preconditions, she can then use the inference debugger to step through the
proof of the preconditions. If the modeller steps into the cache check and
an old query is discovered which would otherwise prevent this query from
being executed, the modeller is offered the option to remove the old query
and execute this one. Stepping into execution enables the modeller to
watch the request being made and gives her the option to step into parsing
and assimilation.
Stepping into the parsing phase enables the user to single-step through the
system's use of the grammar to tokenize the response and generate facts.
In the current system, few controls are available and the parsing is not
recorded to allow stepping backward in time as we can do with the
inference debugger. This is probably the weakest part of the query
debugger. See Section 5.6.1.
Stepping into assimilation allows the modeller to explore the generated
information and its relationships to the information already in the fact base
before proceeding.
If the modeller ever chooses to step over a part of the computation it is
done without the modellers intervention and the computation will pause at
the next computation at the same or higher level.
At each point in the computation, telling the system to continue causes the
rest of that level to be completed without interruption. The system will
stop when it returns to the next higher level. The abort command works
similarly. Aborting part of one query consideration is usually fatal to that
query (because each part of the computation must succeed for the
generated facts to be assimilated), but it will not affect the next query to be
considered.
Figure 51 "Levels" of computation in the query system
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5.4 Instrumenting the system
The previous section discussed the desired presentation and flow control
features of the query debugger. In this section, we discuss how these
features are provided. We start with a brief explanation of the system,
discuss how the information is gathered, and then examine how flow
control is provided.
5.4.1 The system
The query system's implementation was being reorganized while this
thesis was in progress, so we ensured that it would be straight-forward to
debug. For instance, each of the activities and levels (shown in Figure 51)
maps clearly into a method or object in the query system.
The query system is invoked by creating a QuerySelector with the
triggering goal and asking it to select and execute queries. The
QuerySelector's first step is to find the query definitions which should be
considered. From each definition, it creates a PotentialQuery.
When the selector asks it to try to create and perform the query it
represents, the PotentialQuery tries to create a query from the definition
by doing the matching and precondition checking. If the PotentialQuery
succeeds in creating a Query, it checks the cache for a similar Query. If no
such Query is found in the cache, the PotentialQuery asks the Query to
execute. The Query contains methods which implement the requesting,
parsing, and assimilating and it executes them in sequence.
5.4.2 Gathering the needed data from the runtime system
To gather the needed information, we employ techniques similar to those
used in gathering information from the inference debugger, namely state
objects with multiple implementations.
There are essentially two implementations for each of QuerySelector,
PotentialQuery, and Query--one "dumb" and one "smart". As with
ProofStates and SmartProofStates, only the "smart" versions record the
computation. There is one major difference between ProofStates and their
query system counterparts. In the query system, the state objects are not
extra objects added only for debugging; they are part of the system itself
and only had to be extended for debugging.
The QuerySelector retains an ordered collection of the PotentialQueries it
is considering. It also remembers which one is currently under
consideration.
The PotentialQuery serves as the repository for all information used to
create a query from its definition. Its major storage responsibility is to
remembering the definition, the preconditions' ProofState, and any
created query. It also remembers small pieces of status, such as whether or
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not it has been considered yet, and, if no Query can be created, what went
wrong.
The Query remembers the response it received, stores the stack of
productions in use, and contains the generated facts.
5.4.3 Providing flow control
In our debugger design, we described the kinds of flow control we want to
provide to the user. In this section we discuss the mechanism used to pause
and the decision process which chooses when to pause.
5.4.3.1 The pausing mechanism
The pausing mechanism itself is the same as the one used within
ProofStates (Section 4.4.4.1). In the query debugging system, however,
this mechanism is used four times. It is used in the QuerySelectors to
control the flow between query definition considerations. It is used in a
PotentialQuery to control the flow between the stages of creating and
executing a query. It is used twice in the Query; once to control flow
between the requesting, parsing, and assimilating, and once to control the
flow of the parsing itself.
5.4.3.2 The decision to pause
Each QuerySelector, PotentialQuery, and Query contains a flag called
desiredFlow. This flag is used just like the one in ProofStates, but the
decision process is simpler. Step into, continue and abort are implemented
similar to their counterparts in ProofStates (Section 4.4.4.2).
Step over is far simpler than its counterparts. In the inference engine, the
complications arose from having to decide when to switch back to single-
stepping mode after having skipped for a while. In the query system,
whose "levels" of computation are fixed, no such problem arises. From
each state object's point-of-view, stepping over a computation can be done
by asking the next lower level to execute with a desiredFlow of #continue.
Having made this request for one sub-computation, the state object can
immediately return to single-stepping mode.
5.5 Query debugger presentation
The presentation implementation is a very straight-forward Smalltalk
presentation. It reflects the information captured by the QuerySelector,
PotentialQueries, and Queries. In this section, we provide a "map" of the
user interface.
Figure 52 is a snapshot of the top part of the query debugger, taken while it
was executing our example. It displays the triggering goal at the top. On
the left hand side, a select list presents the modeller with the queries which
will be considered. Selecting one determines which query will be
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displayed in the rest of the presentation. Just to the right of the select list,
the modeller can see the details of the selected query's definition-name,
parameters, command, and preconditions. Below these details are a set of
labels which name the states the query may be in; only the current state is
colored, the others are "greyed out". The modeller's flow controls are
directly below this status display. At the bottom of this part, the details
about the created query are shown; if there is no created query, the reason
there is none is given instead. These details include the bindings of the
parameters, the query's target, and the actual command that will be used.
Snapshot of top part of query debugger's presentation
The bottom part of the query debugger shows one of the three phases for
which more information is available-checking preconditions, parsing,
and assimilating. Which of the three is shown is determined by the radio
buttons in the top part of the display. As a query progresses, the selection
is automatically updated, it is provided primarily to allow the modeller to
look back at previous phases.
Figure 53 shows the query debugger's embedded inference debugger,
showing the preconditions which were done as part of the userlnfo query's
consideration. This inference debugger is shown when the user has
selected the radio button labeled "preconds". See Chapter 4 for a more
detailed explanation of the debugger's interface.
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Figure 53 Snapshot of the embedded inference debugger
If the "parsing" radio button is selected, the bottom section shows
information about the parsing of the response. Figure 54 shows the display
after having parsed the response in our example. As we can see, it is
divided into four sections--errors messages, response text, grammar, and
generated facts and completeness facts. During parsing, appropriate
sections of the response and grammar are highlighted.
As facts and completeness facts are generated, they are added to the list at
the very bottom. They are color coded to indicate whether they are facts
(blue) or completeness facts (red). Additionally, their colors represent
whether or not similar facts or completeness facts are stored in the fact
base. An item with corresponding elements in the fact base is colored
darker than those which do not; i.e., dark blue (black) vs. blue for facts and
red vs. dark red for completeness facts. Finally, to help the modeller easily
distinguish which variables are not unbound, they colored white.
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Figure 54 Snapshot of the parsing display
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By selecting the "assimilation" radio button, a modeller can view thedetails pertinent for assimilation. Figure 55 is a snapshot of the
assimilation details for our example query. In the top panel, the generated
facts and completeness facts are shown. In the bottom panel, the modeller
can see the related facts and completeness facts which are already stored in
the fact base. They are colored using the same coloring scheme as
described for the parsing section.
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Figure 55 Snapshot of the assimilation details
5.6 Weaknesses and future work
We divide comments about the weaknesses of and future improvements to
the query debugger into four sections-parsing support, error handling,
presentation rollback, and interactivity.
5.6.1 Parsing support
The support for debugging query grammars is the weakest part of the
query debugger and offers the most interesting areas for improvement.
5.6.1.1 Representation
The query debugger does not record the history of the parsing. This means
that the modeller can not explore the entire attempted parse. A
representation of the parsing which represented each attempted parse
would make this exploration possible. In an explicitly stored parse graph,
each node would represent the use of a grammar production or expression.
Each node could be tagged with the changes to the parser's state that it
caused-the variable bindings and the facts and completeness facts it
generated.
5.6.1.2 Presentation
Learning from the presentation of the inference debugger, we could apply
the thread-of-control concept to the parse tree to allow the modeller to see
all of the explored alternative parses. 'Alternation' expressions in the
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grammar would act as choicepoints. To keep the parse tree from getting
too large, the modeller should probably be shown each use of a
'repetition' expression separately. For instance, if the grammar states that
the 'userDescription' production is repeated, the modeller should probably
see only one of the uses at a time.
5.6.1.3 Control flow
Currently, only three flow control commands are supported-step into,
continue, and abort. Because parsing involves so many little steps, single-
stepping is often a painful way to explore the parse. Two different step-
over commands have been requested. The first allows the modeller to step
over the use of a production. The second permits the user to specify a
place in the response and ask to skip the parsing until the response has
been parsed to that point.
5.6.2 Error handling
The various error messages generated by the query are not yet stored in
the query. This means that, although they are presented to the modeller
using the mechanisms that were used before the debuggers were created.
These messages are not yet recorded for later examination.
5.6.3 Presentation rollback
The query debugger supports only coarse-grained rollback. That is, using
the select lists, and radio-buttons provided, the modeller can rollback the
presentation to any phase of the computation. Rolling back the proof is, of
course, supported. The modeller can not, however, rollback presentation
of the parsing. Further, since the state of the fact base prior to assimilation
is not recorded, the assimilation presentation shows only the fact base's
current state, not its previous state. A straight-forward solution would be
to store any facts in the fact base which are related to generated facts.
5.6.4 Interactivity
The query debugger should provide real views onto query definitions, so
that the modeller can directly create and correct the query descriptions
during the query system's execution. This will require being able to
rollback the query system's execution so that changes can be used
immediately. When the query system can not find a suitable query, the
modeller should be offered the chance to provide the needed information
or to create the needed query. Ideally, the query debugger should help with
this creation as much as possible. One exciting research opportunity is to
try let the user direct the computer in creating a grammar from examples.
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Chapter 6 Fixer Debugger
This chapter describes the fixer debugger which helps modellers debug
their action descriptions. It is organized to describe the debugger's
development. We begin by explaining what fixing is and when Dolphin
does it. Next, we explain how Dolphin uses its models to fix the world. We
then design a debugger which makes it easy to see why Dolphin tries to fix
things as it does. Because the debugger's presentation is implemented
straight-forwardly, we spend little time on it before ending with the tool's
weaknesses and opportunities for future work.
6.1 What is fixing?
When Dolphin acts on the real world to change it, we say that it is fixing
the world. This is usually done when the system administrator asks
Dolphin to change the world. Requests to change the world are made
through the user interface as the administrator does his job. They include
requests to create a new object, as well as requests to modify, copy, move,
or delete an existing object.
In the next section, we will examine how Dolphin's fixer creates a new
user on a workstation. An example of modifying an object would be
changing an attribute of a user, such as his phone number. Dolphin's user
interface also makes it easy to copy or move objects. For instance, to add a
user who already exists on one machine to another machine, we can
simply copy it. Deleting objects is also easy.
The Dolphin philosophy is that declarative models are as useful for fixing
tasks as they are for browsing and explaining. In the next section, we will
see how Dolphin uses models to decide what needs to be changed and uses
action descriptions to make the changes.
6.2 How Dolphin's fixer works
In this section, we examine how Dolphin uses its models to fix the world.
To illustrate the process, we use the task of creating a new user on a
machine. We start by introducing the model we will use in the example.
We then look at how the goal of adding a user is achieved.
6.2.1 Small, example Unix model
Just as Dolphin required a model so that it could reason about printers, we
have to provide it with a model to teach it about workstations, users, and
file-system directories. For this example, we will provide a minimal
model. We provide only enough relations to make our example and we do
not provide the queries that would be needed to gather the facts we will
use.
Our model will consist of descriptions for UnixMachines, UnixUsers, and
Directories. Figure 56, Figure 57, and Figure 58 repeat the basic
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UnixMachine, UnixUser, and OperatingSystem relations we introduced in
Chapter 5.
Figure 59 shows the basic Directory relations we will use. Like
UnixUsers, each Directory exists in the context of a machine, so we
specify a machine as its context in the relations. Each directory is
identified by its pathname. It is owned by one user.
Figure 56 Basic relations for UnixMachines
[UnixMachine machine] name [String name].
[UnixMachine machine] users [UnixUser user].
[UnixMachine machine] opSys [OperatingSystem os].
Figure 57 Basic UnixUser relations
[UnixUser machine: user] name [String name].
[UnixUser machine: user] userlD [Integer id].
[UnixUser machine: user] encryptedPassword [String pwol.
Figure 58 Basic OperatingSystem relation
version] [OperatingSystem machine: opSys] majorVersion [Integer
Figure 59 Basic Directory relations
[Directory machine: did] pathname [String path].
[Directory machine: dir] owner [UnixUser machine: user].
Figure 60 shows additional basic UnixUser relations for modelling the
relationships between a UnixUser and a Directory. In our example version
of Unix, only a Directory's owner can access the directory and that user
can have 'read', 'write', or 'execute' permission on the directory.' Each
UnixUser also has a "home directory" in which he begins each time he
logs in and in which he can store his personal files.
Figure 60 More basic UnixUser relations, for dealing with Directories
dir]. [UnixUser machine: user] has [String type] permOn [machine:
[UnixUser machine: user] homeDir [Directory machine: dir].
i. For the purposes of our example, we have greatly simplified the handling
of Unix permissions. In a real Unix system, the type of access any user has to
a particular file is a function of the file's owner and group, the user in question
and his groups, and the several flags on the file. In the example model we use
here, we assume that only one user can have access to a file.
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For a Directory to be suitable as a UnixUser's home directory, the user
must own the Directory and must have 'read' and 'write' permissions on
the Directory. This fact is captured by the derived UnixUser relation
shown in Figure 61.
Figure 61 A derived UnixUser relation
didr [UnixUser machine: user] suitableHomeDir [Directory machine:
IF
[dilr owner [user] AND
[user] has ['read'] permOn [dir] AND
[user] has ['write'] permOn [dir].
To tell Dolphin how to change the state of the world, a modeller must
provide action descriptions. Each action description should explain how to
change the world to create, modify, or delete one or more facts. Each
action description can be parameterized, has a target machine on which the
command is executed, has a precondition that must be satisfied before it
can be used, specifies what command to execute, and specifies the post-
conditions of the action.
Figure 62 shows an action description which could be used to add a user to
a UnixMachine using the password file format we used in Chapter 5.
Figure 63 shows an action description useful for creating a Directory. Each
of these action descriptions require that the objects to create do not already
exist. In addition to these two action descriptions, we will assume that we
have action descriptions for setting a user's encrypted password
(setPassword), and home directory (setHomeDir). We also assume action
descriptions to set a Directory's owner (changeOwner) and permissions
(setPerm). The actions setting the attributes of users and directories
require that those objects already exist.
Figure 64 shows an action description which explains how to use the
hypothetical admin program to create a user. Given the desired username,
id, and the home directory's path, admin creates a new user with the
proper user username, id, and home directory, creates the home directory,
and gives the new user both read and write access to it. Unfortunately, as
we can see from it's preconditions, admin is only available on machines
running version 10 of the operating system.
Figure 62 Action description useful for adding a UnixUser to a UnixMachine
Action createUser [String userName] [Integer id]
TARGET [UnixMachine machine].
PRE ::= -[UnixUser machine: _] name [userName].
COMMAND ::= 'echo' userName ':' id ':* >> /etc/passwd'.
POST ::= [machine:user] name [userName] AND
[machine: user] userlD [idJ AND
[machine] users [used].
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Figure 63 Action description useful for making a Directory
Action makeDir [String path]
TARGET [UnixMachine machine].
PRE ::= -[machine: _] pathname [path].
COMMAND ::= 'mkdir' path.
POST ::= [Directory machine: dir] pathname [path].
Figure 64 Action description useful for adding a UnixUser to a UnixMachine, using
the admin tool
Action createUser [String userName] [Integer id] [Directory dir]
TARGET [UnixMachine machine].
PRE ::= [machine] opSys [os] AND [os] majorVersion [10] AND
-[UnixUser machine: _] name [userName].
COMMAND ::= 'admin -createUser ' userName' ' id '' dir.
POST ::= [machine: usedr name [userName] AND
[machine: user] userlD [idj AND
[machine: user] homeDir [machine: dir] AND
AND [machine: user] has ['read'] permOn [machine: dir]
AND [machine: user] has ['write'] permOn [machine: dir]
[machine] users [user].
6.2.2 An example, creating the user named 'sr'
Let us suppose that a system administrator asks Dolphin to create a new
user named 'sr' on the UnixMachine named 'netman'. After the system
administrator has completed the dialog box asking him for details about
the new user, the user interface invokes the fixer with the following goal:
[UnixUser netman: user] name ['sr'] AND
[user] userlD [903] AND
[Directory netman : dir] pathname ['/users/sr'] AND
[user] homeDir [dir] AND
[user] suitableHomeDir [dir]
This target goal can be read as
There exists a UnixUser on netman whose name is 'sr'. His user id is
903. There is a directory on netman whose pathname is '/users/sr'.
This should be the new user's home directory and it should be suitable
as such.
Upon being given this goal, the fixer's first step is to check if the goal is
already true. Checking first avoids wasting time and effort trying to fix
something that does not need it.2 If it can prove the goal is true, the fixer's
work is done. The check is made by asking the inference engine to prove
2. If it ain't broke, don't fix it! Additionally, as we will see, the diagnosis
phase essentially assumes that the goal is not true and may cause unnecessary
work to be done if the goal is already true.
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the target goal. If the goal was true, its support tree would look like the one
in Figure 65. Because, in our example, there is no user named 'sr' on
netman, the inference engine can not support the first subgoal and the
proof fails (Figure 66).
Figure 65 A proof tree supporting our target goal3
Figure 66 Actual support tree for our goal
If Dolphin can not prove that the goal is already true, the fixer's next step
is to make a diagnosis. The result of the diagnosis is a set of basic facts
which, if they were true, would support our target goal. To make a
diagnosis, the fixer asks the inference engine to execute a special kind of
proof of the goal. This proof is special because, instead of failing when a
normal proof would, it decides why it is failing and pretends that reason is
not true so that it can continue the proof. For instance, the checking proof
failed because there is no user on netman named 'sr'. Instead of failing at
that point, the diagnosis proof pretends that there is such a user and
continues the proof.
Whenever the diagnosis proof pretends a fact that is not true is true, it adds
it to its residue. The residue is the list of basic facts which need to be made
true to make the goal true. In our support graphs, we will insert residue
facts under the goals they support just as if they were normal facts. We
color residue facts white to distinguish them from normal facts. Figure 67
shows a thread from the diagnosis proof which succeeds in supporting the
target goal by using some residue facts. We note that the base facts
3. To conserve space in this figure, dir is shown to represent the directory
named 'lusers/sr' instead of using the standard representation /users/sr.
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supporting the goal are white to reflect that they are residue facts. In our
example, all of the base facts are residue facts, but usually only some of
them are residue facts. We also note that when the residue requires objects
which do not exist, the diagnosis creates virtual objects. In our example,
neither the user sr, nor the directory named '/users/sr' exists, so the
diagnosis proposes the virtual object ul and dl to represent them.
Support graph found by diagnosis proof
Having found a thread which successfully supports the target goal, the
fixer's next step is to try to find a sequence of actions which would
transform the world's state into the desired state. It does this by finding
action descriptions which can make the residue facts true in the real world.
The fixer's first step in forming a plan is to find for each residue fact the
action descriptions that may be useful for making it true in the real world.
Figure 68 shows the names of the action descriptions the fixer would
consider for each residue, in our example model.
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[netman:ul] has ['write'] permOn [netman:dl] adminCreateUser OR
changePerm
The fixer's next step is to consider each goal in turn. During the each
consideration, the fixer considers each potentially useful action
description. This consideration process is very similar to the consideration
process used by the query selector and described in Chapter 5. For
instance, while trying to find an action suitable to make the goal
[netman:ul] name ['sr'] true, the fixer first considers the adminCreateUser
description.
As with query selection, the first stage of the consideration is matching the
goal against part of the action description-in this case, the post-
conditions. If the match is successful, the preconditions are then tested and
must be proved to be true. Similar to query consideration, the matching
and the precondition proof are required to bind all of the parameters and
the target variable. Because netman runs version 9 of the operating
system, not version 10, adminCreateUser's preconditions fail, marking it
as unsuitable for this goal.
The next action description to be considered is createUser. Again, the goal
is matched against the post-conditions, and the preconditions are proved.
This time, the preconditions are met, so the action can be scheduled;
createUser will be the first action executed. Since the action will change
the state of the world, the fixer must pretend that the post-conditions of the
action are true when considering later action descriptions. In this case, the
fixer adds [netman:ul] name ['sr'] and [netman:ul] userlD [903] to its
view of the world.
Having found a way to satisfy the first residue goal, the fixer considers the
second one-[netman:ul] userlD [903]. The fixer realizes that this goal
has already been satisfied by a previous action, namely createUser, so it
marks it as satisfied and moves on to try to satisfy the other residue goals.
Had the fixer been able to use the adminCreateUser action description, the
one action would have been enough to satisfy all of the residue goals.
Figure 69 shows the plan created for our target goal. We note that it is not
always the case that the residue goals can be satisfied in the order they are
found by the diagnosis phase. For instance, action preconditions often
make one action a prerequisite for another. For instance, the changeOwner
action which sets the owner of a directory can not be executed until after
the actions creating the directory (makeDir) and the new owner
(createUser). Had the residue goals been ordered differently, the
changeOwner action description might have been considered before the
makeDir and createUser actions had been scheduled. If this had happened,
the preconditions of the changeOwner description would not have been
satisfied the first time they were considered. For that reason, the fixer
continues considering each of the unsatisfied residue goals until either all
of them have been scheduled-in which case it has successfully planned
enough actions to fix the target goal-or until it has considered all of the
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remaining goals at least once since the last action was scheduled-in
which case it has failed to create a plan.
Figure 69 Plan of actions to execute and the goals each action satisfies
createUser('sr', 903) [netman:ul] name ['sr'] AND [netman:ul] userlD [903]
makeDir('/users/sr') [netman:dl] pathname['/users/sr']
setHomeDir(sr, lusers/sr) [netman:ul] homeDir [netman:dl]
changeOwner(/users/sr, sr) [netman:dir] owner [netman:ul]
changePerm('read', /users/sr) [netman:ull] has ['read'] permOn [netman:dl]
changePerm('write', /users/sr) [netman:ul] has ['write'] permOn [netman:dl]
If, for any reason, the fixer can not create a plan for the residue under
consideration, the diagnosis will backtrack, trying to find another residue
for consideration. This would happen if there are two ways to satisfy a
goal and, for some reason, no plan could be formed for the first
alternative.
After the fixer has successfully created a plan, it can execute it. The fixer
executes actions in the plan in sequence. If any action reports a failure,
execution stops and the remaining actions are not executed. In the future,
the fixer will probably try to work around the failure or undo the already
executed actions.
The last phase of the fixer's work is to verify with the real world that the
fix has worked. For this, it asks the inference engine to perform a normal
proof of the target goal, similar to the one used to test the goal initially.
The result of this proof can be displayed to the system administrator
whose request the fixer has been trying to satisfy.
6.3 Designing the debugger
The fixer debugger's implementation is divided into a presentation and an
essence. This section describes the features of a presentation chosen to be
useful to modellers. We used it to decide what features the essence must
support. The discussion of these features is divided into display and flow
control features.
6.3.1 Presentation features
Debugging, a modeller may ask many questions about the fixer's work:
1. Why was the fixer invoked?
2. What were the results of the initial test proof?
3. How did diagnosis proof proceed?
4. What residue goals were generated by the system? Why those goals?
5. Was planning successful?
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6. Which potential actions were considered for each goal?
7. Why was a potential action not used?
8. If a potential action was used, how were the parameters bound? What
command was executed?
9. Which goals does an action satisfy?
10. In what sequence will the actions be executed?
11. If the execution of the actions is halted due to an error, which have
been executed and which goals does the system think have been satis-
fied?
12. What were the results of the verification proof?
Similar to the query debugger, a fixer debugger can present this
information directly. It can always display the target goal. The fixer's
state-none yet, testing, fixing, verifying, or done-can always be
displayed, too. The other information presented can be based on the user's
selections. She can select information about each phase.
When the modeller selects a phase, the proof associated with that phase
can be displayed. The testing and verifying proofs are normal proofs and
can be displayed as discussed in Figure 4. The diagnosis proof can be
displayed similarly, with the residue facts visually distinguished to show
the assumptions being made by the fixer. When the diagnosis proof is
being shown, it is also useful to display the complete residue list, since the
user will not usually be able to see all of them in the proof tree at once.
It is important to show, for each residue goal, the action descriptions
selected. Upon selecting an action description, details of its definition
should be displayed-its name, parameters, preconditions, command, and
post-conditions. If an action has been created from the selected
description, its details should be shown-parameters and target variables'
values and the command to be used. If no action has been created, the
reason should be given-not considered yet, matching failed, or
preconditions failed. The modeller should be able to examine the
preconditions for any considered action description.
The action list should also be shown. The modeller should be able to find
out which residue goals each action is intended to satisfy. If the action has
been executed, its reported success should be displayed, too.
6.3.2 Flow control features
As with the other debuggers, the fixer debugger offers the modeller
controls to allow her to step into, step over, or fail parts of the fixer's
work. Additionally, she can choose to either continue or abort the entire
computation.
The idea of depth for the purpose of stepping into and over parts of the
computation is defined based on the kind of work being done by the
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system. This is similar to the way depth is defined in the query debugger.
Figure 70 shows these levels.
"Levels" of computation in the fixerFigure 70
000
The modeller should be able to step into or step over each part of the
computation. If she chooses to step over the testing phase, the fixer will
execute the test proof without interruption before pausing at the fixer
proof. Stepping into any proof, the modeller should be able to interact
with the proof normally. When the fixer proof reaches the end of a
successful thread-of-control, its specialness becomes apparent. At this
point, the process of planning how to make the residue goals true begins.
During planning, the modeller should be able to step into or over the
attempt to satisfy each residue goal. Stepping into this work should allow
her to choose to step into or over the consideration of each potentially
useful action description. Finally, stepping into the consideration of a
particular action description should allow the modeller to interact with the
proof of its preconditions. If the planning phase fails, the diagnosis proof
will continue from where it left off and perhaps planning will be attempted
again at a later point. If planning succeeds, action execution begins.
Actions are executed in sequence, and by stepping into them, the modeller
can control when they are executed. Using continue, she can ask for them
to be executed without pausing.
At any point in the computation, the modeller can tell the system to
continue, meaning that all of the other work at that level should be done
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without pausing for the modeller. Similarly, she should be able to abort
the entire fix at any time.
6.4 Instrumenting the system
The previous section discussed the desired presentation and flow control
features of the fixer debugger. In this section, we discuss how these
features are provided. We start with a brief explanation of the system,
discuss how the information is gathered, and then examine how flow
control is provided. The fixer was instrumented using the same techniques
as used in the inference and query debuggers. These techniques are
detailed in Section 4.4 and Section 5.4.
6.4.1 The system
The fixer was created while this thesis was in progress, so we ensured that
it would be straight-forward to debug. Each computation in Figure 70
maps into a method or object in the fixer system.
The fixer is invoked by creating a FixerState object with the target goal
and asking it to plan and execute a fix for the goal. As previously
mentioned, it does this by asking the inference engine to execute three
proofs of the goal, two normal proofs (testing and verifying) and one
special proof (fixing). We have already discussed how the normal proofs
are implemented.
The fixer proof is only slightly different from a normal proof. During its
execution, it avoids failing by assuming the needed facts are available. In
the case of negated expressions which fail, the fixer proof finds out what
made the subproof succeed, and assumes that these facts are false. During
execution, these assumptions are stored in the residue list of the proof's
PlanState. If the proof finds a way to successfully support the target goal,
the PlanState is then asked to form a plan and execute it.
The PlanState makes a plan by creating a PotentialAction for each action
description which might be useful for satisfying a residue goal. As long as
there are residue goals remaining unsatisfied4 , the PlanState tries to satisfy
one goal at a time, asking each PotentialAction to try to instantiate an
action. The PotentialAction asks the inference engine to prove its
preconditions as part of this instantiation process.
If it has been able to form a plan to satisfy each of the residues, the
PlanState then executes the plan. Otherwise, it returns control to the fixer
proof which tries to find another residue.
4. As mentioned in the example, this process actually stops when either there
are no unsatisfied residue goals or no action has been scheduled since the
previous time a given PotentialAction was considered.
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6.4.2 Gathering the needed data from the runtime system
To gather information from the fixer system, we use the same technique
we use for the other debuggers-multiple implementations of the objects
which make up the fixer. There is a "dumb" and a "smart" implementation
of each type of object in the fixer system-FixerStates, FixerProofStates,
PlanStates, and PotentialActions. As usual, only the "smart" versions
record the computation.
FixerStates remember the ProofStates representing the three proofs done
on its behalf--one for testing, one for fixing, and one for verifying. It also
remembers which phase of the computation is being worked on. The
FixerProofState, which represents the "fixing" proof which actually forms
and executes the plan, is similar to normal ProofStates, but is extended to
store residue facts within its SearchGraph. It also stores a PlanState.
PlanStates are responsible for the planning and executing tasks done
during the diagnosis proof. It records the residue goals and the
PotentialActions it considers to satisfy each goal. Finally, it records the
generated action list itself.
6.4.3 Providing flow control
In the debugger design, we specified the controls which should be
provided to the modeller. In this section, we describe the mechanism
which provides the pausing and the decision process which decides when
to pause.
6.4.3.1 The pausing mechanism
The pausing mechanism is the same as the one used in the inference
debugger, but, as in the query debugger, many objects in the fixer use it. A
FixerState uses the mechanism to control flow between the various phases
of its fix. A FixerProofState uses it as a ProofState does, to control the
flow of the proof. A PlanState uses the mechanism to pause between the
considerations of each residue goal, between the attempted instantiations
of each PotentialAction, and between the execution of each action on the
action list. Each PotentialAction uses the mechanism to pause before
instantiation, allowing the modeller to step into the preconditions.
6.4.3.2 The decision to pause
Each object containing a replica of the pausing mechanism also contains
an instance variable named desiredFlow. As in the other debuggers, this
variable is used to remember what type of flow the modeller requested.
Since the levels of the computation are fixed, similar to the query
debugger's levels, the implementation uses the same ideas (see Section
5.4.3.2). Only a PlanState takes special care in its use of desiredFlow.
Because it uses its pausing mechanism to represent several computational
levels, a PlanState must decide when to recommence single-stepping after
a modeller asks to step over a part of its computation. As with the
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ProofState, the PlanState decides immediately when it should start single-
stepping and remembers this decision. As it computes, it checks whether it
has reached the designated point. If it has, it switches back to single-
stepping mode.
6.5 Fixer debugger presentation
The presentation is implemented as a standard Smalltalk presentation. It
reflects the information accessible through the FixerState and provides
suitable controls to the modeller.
Figure 71 shows the top of the fixer debugger while it is executing a fix
similar to our user creation example. The target goal is shown at the top of
the display.
Just below the target goal, are the controls used to step into and between
the phases of the fixing-testing, fixing, and verifying; they are enabled
when they are appropriate. Beside these controls are a set of labels which
name the states of the fixer. The current state is colored and the others are
"greyed out".
Below the controls and state display is a full-fledged inference debugger.
This debugger shows all of the proofs done as part of the fixing process-
the proofs done for testing, diagnosing, checking action preconditions, and
verifying the fix. Which proof is shown is determined by the radio buttons
in the upper right hand corner of the debugger. When "preconditions" are
selected, the preconditions of the selected PotentialAction are shown.
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Snapshot of the top half of the fixer debuggerFigure 71
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Figure 72 Snapshot of the bottom half of the fixer debugger
Figure 72 shows the bottom half of the fixer debugger during the same fix.
The information in this part of the display is related to planning and
acting. Across the top of the snapshot, there are three select lists. The
leftmost list displays the collected residue goals. The middle select list
shows the action descriptions considered potentially useful for satisfying
the selected residue goal. The rightmost list shows the generated plan
itself.
The items in these lists are colored to represent their success. The residue
goals shown in the leftmost list are colored green if an action has been
found to satisfy them, red if none was found when it was last considered,
blue if it is under consideration, and grey if it has not been considered at
all yet. The potential actions shown in the middle list are colored green if
an action was instantiated from them, red if none could be instantiated,
and grey if they have not been considered yet. In the righthand list, actions
in the plan are colored green if they have been successfully executed, red
if some failure was reported during their execution, and grey if they have
not been executed yet. Finally, the background of residue goals is colored
light green if the action chosen to satisfy was executed without incident
and orange if the action reported a failure during execution.
The selections in these lists are constrained to one another. For instance,
selecting a residue goal forces the middle list to show the potential actions
for that goal. Further, if one of the potential actions was chosen to satisfy
the selected goal, that potential action will be selected and the generated
action will be selected in the plan. Similarly, selecting an action from the
plan selects the first goal it is meant to satisfy and the action description
from which it was generated. Finally, the menu on the plan's list displays
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the residue goals that the action is intended to satisfy (Figure 73).
Selecting a goal from this menu causes the goal to be selected.
Figure 73 The plan select list's menu displays the residue goals satisfied by the
selected action
Below each list are controls used to step into and over each part of the
planning process. They are only enabled when appropriate.
The text panel below the controls shows the details of the selected action
description. The panel below that shows the details of the selected action
or the reason that no action could be created from the selected action
description.
6.6 Weaknesses and future work
Most of the fixer debugger is essentially a very fancy browser for the
numerous proofs used by the fixer. For this reason, the fixer debugger will
benefit from any improvements in the representation or presentation of
proofs. Similarly, any changes in proof representation should be
considered for their implications on the representation of
FixerProofStates.
6.6.1 Presentation
Although experienced users find the action debugger very useful, its
presentation is less than intuitive. Suffice it to say that the interface was
once compared to the cockpit of a 747. The comparison probably would
have offended several Boeing engineers.
The easiest improvement to the interface would be to reduce the number
of buttons. In its current incarnation, there are separate buttons to step into
each proof, step into parts of the planning, and step into execution of the
actions, although only one makes sense at a time. With the proper visual
cues to tell the user which meaning was intended, these three buttons
could probably be replaced by one. Several other similar buttons could
also be combined. The query debugger interface described in Chapter 5
had its buttons combined in this way during its most recent
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reimplementation. The resulting interface was much easier to use than its
predecessor.
6.6.2 Presentation rollback
The first three weaknesses of the action debugger system are similar. Each
points to a way in which the presentation can not be rolled back and none
of the three were implemented because users said all three were a very low
priority. The information needed to support these types of rollback
features can all be gathered with techniques similar to those used in other
parts of the system.
6.6.2.1 Rolling back the residue
The first rollback weakness of the fixer debugger is that only one residue is
gathered. When the modeller chooses a thread-of-control other than the
most recent, she still sees the most recent residue. This weakness can be
corrected fairly easily by removing the residue list from the PlanState,
where it is currently stored, and treating it more like the BindingArray,
whose value can change from node to node. In fact, creating and storing
ResidueListDeltas at each SearchNode will give a fairly compact
representation and still allow the residue list to be recreated at any
SearchNode.
6.6.2.2 Rolling back the PlanState
The second rollback weakness is that only one PlanState is created and
gathered. Properly speaking, a separate PlanState should be created each
time the system tries to form a plan. The FixerProofState could associate
each PlanState with the final SearchNode in the corresponding thread-of-
control.
6.6.2.3 Rolling back considerations of PotentialActions
The third rollback weakness is that only the information pertaining to the
latest consideration of a PotentialAction is retained. For instance, if the
first time we consider a PotentialAction it fails to become a real action, we
only store information about that failure until the next time we consider
the same PotentialAction. Remembering this extra information should not
be hard. What may be difficult is presenting the modeller with an intuitive
user interface that will give her access to the information in a meaningful
way. One possibility would be to explicitly present the sequence of
considerations so that the user can navigate among them.
6.6.3 Interactivity
Just as a modeller would like to create and correct relation definitions
directly through the inference debugger, modellers would also like to
create and correct action definitions directly through the action debugger.
Once again, doing this will require being able to rewind the fixer
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debugger's computational state. For instance, changing an action
definition may make it unacceptable for a given residue, so the planning
process may need to be rerun. In a more extreme case, if the user makes
changes in a definition used in a diagnosis, the system should at least offer
to rewind execution back to the testing phase.
An interesting difference between interacting with the inference debugger
as a stand-alone tool and interacting with the fixer debugger is that the
fixer debugger is part of a process that modifies the real world. There is
probably a point after which the system can not be rolled-back, since the
world will have been changed. There are several alternatives to rolling
back the real-world, including only simulating the actions until the
modeller commits them, simulating roll-back as needed, actually trying to
roll back the world's state, or refusing the modeller to change anything
that would require rollback. Since each of these options has various
drawbacks, the final solution will probably be some combination of them.
6.6.4 Explanations
In its current implementation, the debugger presents information about the
computation without synthesizing the cause and effect relationships from
the information. For instance, the debugger will show the modeller a
failed plan and will highlight the residue goals, but it will not explain to
the user that the reason no plan could be formed was because a certain
residue goal could not be satisfied. The information is currently structured
to aid the user in discovering the causes, but the debugger does not draw
the conclusions itself. In addition to helping the modeller understand what
has happened in a fix, the explanation could act as a navigational aid,
helping the modeller select the parts of the computation that she is
interested in.
A "natural language" form of this explanation, might be useful to end
users if they can ever ask the system to make a fix that the modeller might
not have anticipated.
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Chapter 7 Tool Policy
So far we have not discussed how the system decides whether or not to
debug a computation. We call this decision process the "tool policy", since
it determines whether or not tools will be invoked. In this chapter, we
investigate possible policies, how we have generalized them, and how we
have implemented this generalization.
7.1 Possible tool policies
The simplest tool policy would be boolean. The modeller would be asked
whether she wanted to debug or not. If the answer was yes, everything that
could be debugged, would be. One nice feature of this policy is that it is
extremely easy to understand and easy to present to the user (Figure 74).
Figure 74 Boolean tool policy interface
Would you like to debug?
O Yes
ONo
Unfortunately, with such a simple tool policy, the modeller would be
quickly overloaded as debugging tools were constantly invoked. A
modeller trying to figure out why one of her derived relations was not
working would end up with both the desired proof debugger and several
unwanted query debuggers. A slightly more sophisticated tool policy
would be to allow the user to decide whether or not each system would be
debugged (Figure 75). Although slightly more complicated than the
previous policy, it's still fairly simple and it allows us to avoid some tool
overload.
Figure 75 Boolean-for-each-type-of-tool tool policy
Separating the choices this way solves some of the problems, but not all.
For instance, imagine that we want to debug a single query, so we turn
query debugging on. We may then be overloaded by other queries the
system has to do to get to the one we are interested in. 1 Perhaps we are
interested in the interaction between one proof and one query. We could
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then be overloaded by both extraneous proofs and extraneous queries.2
Perhaps what we really want is a yes-no-maybe tool policy (Figure 76).
Figure 76
1. This is an argument for unit-testing too.
2. This is an argument for adding the ability to be able to "steplntoQuery"
from a proof debugger.
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Yes-no-maybe tool policy interface
Would you like to debug...
Proofs? O Yes O No O Maybe
Queries? O Yes O No O Maybe
Events? O Yes O No K Maybe
Fixes? O Yes O No O Maybe
With a yes-no-maybe policy, the question is how to handle maybe
debugging something. Does maybe mean ask the modeller if she wants to
debug something each time the opportunity arises? Handling maybe this
way might be more annoying to the user than just providing yes and no
options. Perhaps a better way would be to have the user specify in advance
in what conditions a maybe should be considered a yes. This is the
approach we have taken. Looked at this way, the options are better
labelled, all, none, and selected (Figure 77), and a mechanism for
selecting things is required. Thus far, our selection mechanism consists of
allowing the modeller to place a check mark next to anything she is
interested in. If one of the interesting things is involved in something for
which debugging has the level selected, the debugger will be invoked. But
we can imagine much more sophisticated selection mechanisms, which
might allow the modeller to say "debug queries relating to user x", or
combining more than one condition, such as "debug queries relating to
user x, in which the preconditions use relation y".
All-none-selected policy interfaceFigure 77
Which would you like to debug...
Proofs? O All O NoneO Selected
Queries? O All 0 NoneO Selected
Events? O All O NoneO Selected
Fixes? O All * NoneO Selected
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7.2 Abstracting the tool policy
The main point of looking at these varied proposals is to point out that
there is a broad range of possibilities, from simple, easy to use policies
which only provide coarse control, to more complicated policies which
provide fine-grained control. There is unlikely to be a single perfect
policy. Rather, different policies will be useful in different situations.
Instead of trying to create one policy which can do everything, we have
separated the decision process from the rest of the system, so that new
policies can be implemented easily. In this section, we explain how we did
this.
We divide the use of debuggers into three possible intensities. Each level
of intensity consumes more resources than the previous. First, there is
normal execution. This corresponds to Dolphin without debuggers.
Second, there is monitored execution. This corresponds to Dolphin
recording information about execution, looking for events the modeller
has designated as interesting. Third, there is debugging execution. This
corresponds to the execution being presented to and interacted with by the
user. Debugging execution is what we have concentrated on in the
previous chapters. A computation which is being monitored may easily
switch itself to debugging mode by popping up a presentation for itself
and putting itself in single-step mode so the user will have the opportunity
to interact with it.
7.2.1 Choosing an execution intensity
Practically speaking, the debugging intensity of a computation is
determined by the "state objects"-ProofStates, FixerStates,
QuerySelectors, etc.-which represent it. In normal execution, "dumb"
state objects are used. In both monitored and debugging execution,
"smart" state objects are used. As mentioned, the only difference between
monitored and debugging execution is whether or not a presentation is
provided so the modeller can access and interact with the computation.
Most computations have a client--the state object for which they are
being executed. Every state object records its client. For instance, a
FixerState is the client of the three ProofStates used to record its testing,
diagnosing, and verifying proofs.
To completely hide the process used to decide which type of state object to
use, all requests for state objects are made through the tool policy. When a
state object is needed (for instance, a ProofState), all of the information
needed to create it is provided (its initial goal and its client) to the tool
policy, which chooses the proper class (either ProofState or
SmartProofState) and creates an instance of it.
The tool policy actually only decides which implementation to use when
the new state object's client has not already specified. The client is allowed
to set two flags-monitor and debug-to ensure that it gets the type it
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wants. Each of these flags takes on one of three values-true, false, and
don't care. Monitor's value determines whether or not the computation
will be at least monitored. Similarly, debug's value determines whether or
not it will be debugged immediately. When the client has set a flag, its
value is used; otherwise, the tool policy uses its own mechanism to decide.
For instance, a SmartFixerState can ensure that its subproofs are recorded
by setting debug to true. Although not strictly necessary, "smart" state
objects usually do this to ensure that they can access records of their
subcomputations. 3
7.2.2 Choosing to switch from monitoring to debugging
As mentioned in the previous section, when a computation's client has not
specified that it should be debugged immediately, the tool policy is
responsible for deciding if and when the computation will switch from
being monitored execution to debugging execution. At interesting points
during a computation, "smart" state objects ask the tool policy if the
modeller is interested in the events. If the tool policy responds that the
modeller is interested, the state object will switch from monitoring to
debugging execution by pausing itself and popping up a debugger
presentation.
7.3 Our tool policy
From the modeller's point-of-view, a tool policy is defined by the
mechanism it uses to choose intensities when the client has not specified it
and by how it decides when to switch from monitoring to debugging. We
discuss the mechanisms used by our tool policy in this section.
7.3.1 From the modeller's point-of-view
Our tool policy is similar to the all-none-selected policy discussed
previously. For each debugging system-proof, query, event, and fixer-
the modeller can select one of three "alert levels"--all, none, or selected.
We extend the all-none-selected policy by offering two other alert levels
for debugging proofs-all+subproofs and selected+subproofs. We also
provide a mechanism to allow a modeller to select descriptions she is
interested in.
Choosing the all level for a system causes the tool policy to execute all
such computations at debugging intensity. Choosing none causes them to
run normally-without monitoring or debugging. Choosing selected
causes them to be monitored. When a description the modeller has marked
as interesting is used, monitored computations switch to being debugged.
3. Our debugger presentations currently assume that all subcomputations ac-
cessible from the state objects being displayed are represented by "smart" state
objects.
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In our system, these marked descriptions also serve as breakpoints to
pause computations which are being debugged.
The extra alert levels provided for proofs acknowledge the fact that all of
the systems use proofs to accomplish their work. By selecting
all+subproofs, a modeller requests that all proofs be debugged. To give
each proof its context, we show it within a debugger for the system that is
its client. In other words, choosing all+subproofs forces all systems to be
debugged, overriding the settings for other systems. The
selected+subproofs level works similarly. It causes all systems to be
monitored so that all proofs will be monitored. Because they require the
debugging or monitoring of every computation executed, these are the two
most expensive settings in our tool policy.
Figure 78 shows the presentation of our tool policy. As we can see, in the
top half of the presentation, the modeller is allowed to choose which level
of debugging she is interested in for each system. In the bottom half, she
can use the browser to select which descriptions she is interested in.
Snapshot of the ToolPolicy's interface
7.3.2 Choosing an execution intensity
When a client has not already specified the execution level of a
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7.3.3 Choosing to switch from monitoring to debugging
Our tool policy switches computations from monitored to debugging
intensity whenever a description chosen by the modeller is used. We do
not currently make any distinction about how the description is being
used. For instance, when the modeller chooses a relation, the tool policy
pauses any proof which expands that relation and any query whose
triggering goal uses that relation. Because the tool policy's
implementation is separated from the debuggers', such a distinction could
be easily added.
7.3.4 Switching from monitoring to debugging
Once the tool policy has decided that a computation should be switched
from monitored execution to debugging execution, two things must
happen. First, the computation must be paused. Second, the appropriate
debugger presentation must be created and displayed. When the proof of a
query's precondition switches to being debugged, the modeller would
actually like to see the proof where it belongs-within a query debugger.
To properly accomplish this, all members of the chain of clients leading
from the ProofState to the QuerySelector are recursively notified of the
switch. Upon receiving notification of the switch, each client puts itself in
single-stepping mode, and notifies its own client of the change. When the
last client is notified, it opens a presentation on itself.
7.4 Weaknesses and future work
One obvious way to extend the tool policy is to support more complicated
decision procedures. For instance, decision procedures could distinguish
between the use of a relation in a proof and its use as a triggering goal.
Perhaps more useful would be to support higher-level "events" as
breakpoints. An example of such an event would be "relation y is not
supported by any facts" or "relation z is used in a query precondition for
the triggering goal x".
Because it is expected that modellers will probably want different policies
at different points in their debugging, the tool policy supports the idea of a
"current policy". However, because it does not provide the ability to load
or save policies, modellers can not yet have more than one policy. Adding
save and load mechanisms should be easy and very beneficial.
One problem with the tool policy's implementation is that it is completely
separate from the model store. This means that it is extremely difficult to
keep it synchronized with the model store so that it always represents the
actual models. This separation also means that any check to see if the
modeller is interested in a description is expensive because the description
must be looked up in the policy. If the model store supported the tool
policy, it would be far simpler to keep it synchronized and, since the
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selection would be marked on each description, no extra lookup would be
necessary.
The full development of the tool policy came fairly late during the work
on this thesis, so users have not yet been able to provide much feedback.
This feedback may raise other issues.
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Chapter 8 Summary
In this chapter, we summarize the work done, judge it against our
proposal, and lay out the main issues for future development.
8.1 Completed work
In this thesis, we have outlined the functionality required of a "complete"
model development environment. Such an environment would provide
support for all parts of the modelling task--entering models, testing and
debugging models, and maintaining models. The environment should
make it easy to shift between these tasks as needed.
We have concentrated on the development of debuggers for Dolphin
descriptions. We began by defining several measures of a debugger's
features--data gathering, data presentation, flow control, error detection,
and program correction. We decided that our debuggers would focus on
gathering data and providing flow control. Because each of Dolphin's
systems works nearly independently, we created a separate debugger for
each.
To fuel our designs, we chose useful presentations for each debugger. In
the case of the inference debugger, we had to design a presentation which
is far easier to use than traditional inference debugging tools. We extended
this presentation to provide end-user explanations.
We implemented debuggers based on these designs which are in use by the
Dolphin team-both modellers and system developers. Feedback from
both groups was incorporated into the designs as they evolved and
provided input into the suggestions for future work.
One of the most important requirements generated by the users of the
debuggers is that providing too much information is almost as bad as not
providing enough. They asked that, whenever possible, information
should be hidden, and only shown when requested. In addition to guiding
the design of the presentations, this principle suggested the creation of a
tool policy. The tool policy allows the modeller to specify which
computations should be monitored for interesting activities and when tools
should be invoked to display those computations. We developed a
framework to support complicated policies and created a useful policy
with it.
Finally, we presented this work to HP's Network and Systems
Management Division (NSMD), which has created the OpenView
AdminCenter product from the Dolphin prototype.
8.2 Judging our progress
When we began this thesis, we proposed that we would outline an "ideal"
model development environment and provide tools to allow modellers to
debug models. We proposed that these tools would, at a minimum, provide
the modeller with the ability to step through and view the use of her
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models. The tools we have developed do exactly that and provide a
starting point for adding more advanced abilities.
Both the Dolphin and NSMD team are enthusiastic about the new
debugging capabilities.
8.3 Future directions
Each chapter describing one of the developed tools specifies the tools
weaknesses and opportunities for future work on that part of the system. In
this section, we summarize the common issues--presentation rollback,
interactivity, resource usage, and error detection and correction.
8.3.1 Presentation rollback
Each of the tools provides the modeller with some ability to "rollback" the
presentation to display an earlier state of the computation. The inference
debugger provides the best example of such rollback, as it allows the
modeller to view any of the proof's threads-of-control. However, none of
the tools provides complete rollback. In each case, providing this rollback
may require gathering a little more data and extending the presentation to
make that data available. For the most part, this information is already
available to the debuggers essences, but it is not recorded for later use.
8.3.2 Interactivity
With the exception of the "fail" and "abort" commands often provided, the
debuggers are essentially passive. In the future, a modeller should be able
to change the models from the debuggers whenever she finds a problem.
Similarly, she should be able to provide missing descriptions from the
debugger as needed. This may require providing real rollback of the
computations, as changes to a description may affect the course of the
computation.
8.3.3 Resource usage
As each debugger gathers the information required to support the
presentation to the user, it may use significant resources. Both creating
more complicated models and extending the supported rollback will
amplify this problem. One possible way to reduce this usage is to only
remember the definitions, facts, and responses to queries that were used.
Using this information, whatever part of the proof, query, or fix the
modeller wants to see can be recomputed as needed. In addition to
reducing the needed memory resources, this technique complements the
actual rollback of the computations as it is essentially similar.
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8.3.4 Error detection and correction
In our debugger development, we have concentrated on the gathering of
information and providing flow control. Others have been looking at
developing more intuitive presentations of Dolphin concepts, and their
work can certainly be tied into the debuggers. As yet, no one has done any
serious investigation of providing error detection and correction for
Dolphin along the lines proposed by Shapiro [10]. This area is completely
open.
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